
International Business Machines (IBM) - Climate Change 2018

C0. Introduction

C0.1

(C0.1) Give a general description and introduction to your organization.

  

IBM is the world's leading cognitive solutions and cloud platform company for enterprises: cognitive to ingest and extract value from
data in all its forms to create competitive advantage and societal value; and cloud as the platform on which these solutions are
designed, built, tested and deployed in the world. The company’s global capabilities include IT based services, software, systems,
and fundamental research.  IBM creates value for clients through integrated solutions and products that leverage the full spectrum of
data, most advanced information technologies, deep expertise in industries and business processes, and the world's premier
industrial research labs.  Application of these information technologies (IT) and business insights enables IBM to realize its two
principal goals: helping clients to become more innovative, efficient and competitive; and providing long-term value to shareholders.
IBM takes the most advanced technologies and applies them to change how our clients work, and through them, how the world
works. 

IBM’s business model has been developed over time through strategic investments in capabilities and technologies that have
superior long-term growth and profitability based on the value they deliver to clients. The company's strategy is to focus on the high-
growth, high-value segments of the IT industry. The company continues to divest certain businesses and strengthen its position in
others through strategic organic investments and acquisitions in higher value areas to adapt to the continuous changing market and
economic environments. To optimize its operational capabilities and efficiencies, the company operates as a globally integrated
enterprise with the ability to participate in markets with significant long-term opportunity. 
 

The IBM disclosure addresses our complete scopes 1 and 2 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions inventory for our global operations
and selected scope 3 categories. IBM’s scope 1 emissions result from the use of fossil fuels to heat facilities and operate co-
generation units, fuel for leased vehicles and other transportation activities that support IBM operations, and emissions from
refrigeration, chiller, and heat transfer fluids that are used in our operations. Scope 2 emissions result from generation of our
purchased electricity and energy commodities such as chilled & hot water. Overall, IBM collects energy consumption data from over
90% of its space footprint (representing 98% of our energy consumption) through enterprise level databases to calculate our scopes
1 and 2 GHG emissions. We collect data on system losses from chillers and cooling systems to calculate hydrochlorofluorocarbon
(HCFCs) and heat transfer fluid GHG emissions in CO2 equivalents. 

 IBM has three corporate wide goals to address GHG emissions reduction. They are:
1) Achieve annual energy conservation savings equal to 3.5% of IBM’s total energy consumption. IBM achieved conservation saving
of 4.2% in 2017 and average savings of 6.0% from 2013 to 2017.
2) Procure electricity from renewable sources for 20% of IBM's annual electricity consumption by 2020 over and above the renewable
electricity from our grid supplied electricity. IBM contracted from renewable generation sources for 22.9% of its 2017 electricity
consumption.
3) Reduce CO2 emissions associated with IBM’s energy consumption 35% by year-end 2020 against base year 2005 adjusted for
acquisitions and divestitures. This represents an additional 20% reduction from year-end 2012 to year-end 2020 over the reductions
achieved from 2005 to 2012 under our second generation goal. As of 2017, IBM reduced its CO2 emissions by 42.9% against the
2005 baseline. Scope 3 emissions are disclosed for select categories: purchased goods and services, fuel and energy related
activities not reported in scopes 1 and 2, employee commuting, use of sold products and business travel. Scope 3 GHG emissions
are not in the scope of our reduction goal. Scope 3 emissions categories have inherent errors of 20% to 100% due to the many
assumptions required to calculate a value and allocate emissions across a company’s value chain. Moreover, an organization’s
asserted Scope 3 emissions are Scope 1 and 2 emissions of their suppliers or customers. These emissions are best addressed by
those companies responsible for the operations that generate them.

C0.2
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(C0.2) State the start and end date of the year for which you are reporting data.

Start date End date Indicate if you are providing emissions data for past
reporting years

Select the number of past reporting years you will be providing
emissions data for

Row
1

January 1
2017

December 31
2017

No <Not Applicable>

Row
2

<Not
Applicable>

<Not
Applicable>

<Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

Row
3

<Not
Applicable>

<Not
Applicable>

<Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

Row
4

<Not
Applicable>

<Not
Applicable>

<Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

C0.3

(C0.3) Select the countries/regions for which you will be supplying data.
Other, please specify (EMEA, Latin America, North America & AP.)

C0.4

(C0.4) Select the currency used for all financial information disclosed throughout your response.
USD

C0.5

(C0.5) Select the option that describes the reporting boundary for which climate-related impacts on your business are being
reported. Note that this option should align with your consolidation approach to your Scope 1 and Scope 2 greenhouse gas
inventory.
Operational control

C1. Governance

C1.1

(C1.1) Is there board-level oversight of climate-related issues within your organization?
Yes

C1.1a
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(C1.1a) Identify the position(s) of the individual(s) on the board with responsibility for climate-related issues.

Position of
individual(s)

Please explain

Other,
please
specify
(Board
Directors on
Governance
Committee.)

The Committee oversees IBM’s environmental programs & performance, incl. related to climate change. It is briefed yearly by IBM’s VP of Corporate
Environmental Affairs & Product Safety (CEA&PS) on our environmental areas to inform it of our controls posture, performance incl. against goals,
new or significant focus, emerging requirements & challenges, e.g. in the area of energy & climate. Our goals in this area incl. energy conservation,
renewable electricity procurement & GHG emissions reductions. The VP CEA&PS is IBM’s top environmental executive responsible for setting IBM’s
corporate environmental strategy, requirements & management system; & ensuring that performance is consistent globally in-line with its
commitment to environmental leadership across all business activities. The Committee is best placed to oversee the program since the broader
board has overview of IBM’s business strategy while the Committee focuses on environmental issues in the context of the broader strategy.

C1.1b

(C1.1b) Provide further details on the board’s oversight of climate-related issues.

Frequency
with
which
climate-
related
issues are
a
scheduled
agenda
item

Governance
mechanisms
into which
climate-
related
issues are
integrated

Please explain

Scheduled
– some
meetings

Reviewing
and guiding
strategy
Monitoring
and
overseeing
progress
against goals
and targets
for
addressing
climate-
related
issues

The Directors and Governance committee of the IBM Board of Directors oversees IBM’s environmental affairs programs and
performance including those related to climate change, such as energy conservation and efficiency, renewable electricity procurement
and GHG emissions reduction. The IBM VP of CEA&PS, IBM’s top executive with management responsibility for IBM’s environmental
affairs, including climate related issues, briefs the board committee annually on IBM’s environmental affairs programs, performance,
challenges and emerging issues. . The frequency of annual review is appropriate considering IBM’s business, maturity and
comprehensiveness of its environmental management system, and record of performance and accomplishments. As the top
environmental executive of the company, the IBM VP of CEAPS is authorized with the responsibility to set IBM’s environmental strategy
and direct IBM’s environmental programs globally, including those pertaining to climate change. The VP possesses the requisite
technical skills, environmental knowledge and business acumen, holding a position with visibility and influence across the diverse
businesses and operations of IBM to drive actions to achieve desired outcome.

C1.2

(C1.2) Below board-level, provide the highest-level management position(s) or committee(s) with responsibility for climate-
related issues.

Name of the position(s) and/or committee(s) Responsibility Frequency of reporting to the board on climate-
related issues

Other, please specify (VP Corporate Environmental
Affairs & PS)

Both assessing and managing climate-related risks
and opportunities

Annually

C1.2a
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(C1.2a) Describe where in the organizational structure this/these position(s) and/or committees lie, what their associated
responsibilities are, and how climate-related issues are monitored.

  

The Vice President of Corporate Environmental Affairs and Product Safety (VP of CEA&PS) reports to the General Counsel/Senior
Vice President of Legal and Regulatory Affairs who reports to the CEO. 

The VP of CEA&PS is the top environmental executive of IBM. In this position the person is authorized to set IBM’s strategy for
environmental affairs which include matters related to climate change, establish the company’s environmental requirements, goals,
and management system to drive consistent execution across IBM’s global operations and achieve results consistent with
environmental leadership. The VP possesses the requisite technical skills and environmental knowledge, and business acumen,
holding a position with visibility and influence across the diverse businesses and operations of IBM to drive actions to achieve desired
outcome, including those pertaining to climate protection, risk assessment and management. 

Company specific responsibilities related to climate change include:

1. Setting corporate policies, strategies, requirements, goals and objectives for environmental affairs including those related to climate
change. Specific example areas include energy consumption, efficiency and conservation, GHG emissions inventory and reduction,
and product design for the environment / product energy efficiency.

2. Advising business units on climate-related risk and opportunities assessment and management, driving consistent performance
toward achieving company goals and desired outcome and tracking performance. 

3. Reporting performance to top management and board committee, preparing internal reports and external disclosures including
publication of the annual IBM and the Environment report.

4. Identifying nongovernmental organizations with whom IBM may collaborate toward advancing climate protection goals and
representing IBM in such endeavors. .

Position specific climate-related issues monitoring process:

1. Quarterly, key performance indicators on our energy management and climate change programs and goals are reported up to the
VP of CEA&PS, to identify trends, progress toward meeting our corporate goals and any potential challenges. 

2. Annually, the VP of CEA&PS issues a comprehensive IBM Annual Energy Report with IBM’s C-Suite executives as the intended
audience. Among the topics covered, the report summarizes the previous year’s highlights related to energy and climate for IBM’s
operations worldwide, performance against our energy and climate goals, external policy and market trends, outlook of IBM’s
business activities intersecting with energy and climate, and so on

3. On an ongoing basis, the VP of CEA&PS remains actively engaged with peers across industry, NGOs, and academia on all
matters related to energy and climate. 

C1.3

(C1.3) Do you provide incentives for the management of climate-related issues, including the attainment of targets?
Yes

C1.3a

(C1.3a) Provide further details on the incentives provided for the management of climate-related issues.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Business unit manager

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
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Emissions reduction target

Comment
These IBM employees have responsibility for carrying out IBM's corporate policy on company's energy conservation and climate
protection programs, which includes defining strategies and driving actions and projects to enable the attainment of IBM’s energy
and GHG emissions reduction goals. IBM currently has three goals in this area - energy conservation, renewable electricity
procurement and GHG emissions reductions - details of which are provided in other parts of this disclosure. These responsibilities
are executed using the formal Human Resources’ “Check Point” process through which employees set their business goals and
receive feedback and assessments on their performance from their managers. The assessments are considered in IBM's employee
compensation program to determine an employee’s annual salary increases and bonus pay. There are also incentives for
employees whose research and development in energy and climate related innovations result in patents, products and solutions.
Chairman’s award explanation: The IBM Chairman's Environmental Award recognition program was established in 1991, and has
continued to this day. This annual award encourages environmental leadership, strengthens integration of environmental affairs
throughout IBM's business and recognizes environmental leadership, innovation, and results on the part of IBM's organizations. The
program currently alternates criteria every other year – internal operations vs. products and solutions. The criteria for internal
operations consider all environmental programs and results, including attainment of the company's energy conservation and GHG
emissions reduction goals. The criteria for the alternating year cover products, services and solutions that IBM develops and
provides to its clients in helping them achieve environmental protection and efficiency results, again inclusive of energy and climate.
Each year IBM's Chairman personally presents this annual award to the C-suite executive of the organization being recognized.
The IBM Research organization received the 2017 IBM Chairman's Environmental Award.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Energy manager

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Energy reduction target

Comment
These IBM employees have responsibility for carrying out IBM's corporate policy on company's energy conservation and climate
protection programs, which includes defining strategies and driving actions and projects to enable the attainment of IBM’s energy
and GHG emissions reduction goals. IBM currently has three goals in this area - energy conservation, renewable electricity
procurement and GHG emissions reductions - details of which are provided in other parts of this disclosure. These responsibilities
are executed using the formal Human Resources’ “Check Point” process through which employees set their business goals and
receive feedback and assessments on their performance from their managers. The assessments are considered in IBM's employee
compensation program to determine an employee’s annual salary increases and bonus pay. There are also incentives for
employees whose research and development in energy and climate related innovations result in patents, products and solutions.
Chairman’s award explanation: The IBM Chairman's Environmental Award recognition program was established in 1991, and has
continued to this day. This annual award encourages environmental leadership, strengthens integration of environmental affairs
throughout IBM's business and recognizes environmental leadership, innovation, and results on the part of IBM's organizations. The
program currently alternates criteria every other year – internal operations vs. products and solutions. The criteria for internal
operations consider all environmental programs and results, including attainment of the company's energy conservation and GHG
emissions reduction goals. The criteria for the alternating year cover products, services and solutions that IBM develops and
provides to its clients in helping them achieve environmental protection and efficiency results, again inclusive of energy and climate.
Each year IBM's Chairman personally presents this annual award to the C-suite executive of the organization being recognized.
The IBM Research organization received the 2017 IBM Chairman's Environmental Award.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Environment/Sustainability manager

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Emissions reduction target

Comment
These IBM employees have responsibility for carrying out IBM's corporate policy on company's energy conservation and climate
protection programs, which includes defining strategies and driving actions and projects to enable the attainment of IBM’s energy
and GHG emissions reduction goals. IBM currently has three goals in this area - energy conservation, renewable electricity
procurement and GHG emissions reductions - details of which are provided in other parts of this disclosure. These responsibilities
are executed using the formal Human Resources’ “Check Point” process through which employees set their business goals and
receive feedback and assessments on their performance from their managers. The assessments are considered in IBM's employee
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compensation program to determine an employee’s annual salary increases and bonus pay. There are also incentives for
employees whose research and development in energy and climate related innovations result in patents, products and solutions.
Chairman’s award explanation: The IBM Chairman's Environmental Award recognition program was established in 1991, and has
continued to this day. This annual award encourages environmental leadership, strengthens integration of environmental affairs
throughout IBM's business and recognizes environmental leadership, innovation, and results on the part of IBM's organizations. The
program currently alternates criteria every other year – internal operations vs. products and solutions. The criteria for internal
operations consider all environmental programs and results, including attainment of the company's energy conservation and GHG
emissions reduction goals. The criteria for the alternating year cover products, services and solutions that IBM develops and
provides to its clients in helping them achieve environmental protection and efficiency results, again inclusive of energy and climate.
Each year IBM's Chairman personally presents this annual award to the C-suite executive of the organization being recognized.
The IBM Research organization received the 2017 IBM Chairman's Environmental Award.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Facilities manager

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Energy reduction project

Comment
These IBM employees have responsibility for carrying out IBM's corporate policy on company's energy conservation and climate
protection programs, which includes defining strategies and driving actions and projects to enable the attainment of IBM’s energy
and GHG emissions reduction goals. IBM currently has three goals in this area - energy conservation, renewable electricity
procurement and GHG emissions reductions - details of which are provided in other parts of this disclosure. These responsibilities
are executed using the formal Human Resources’ “Check Point” process through which employees set their business goals and
receive feedback and assessments on their performance from their managers. The assessments are considered in IBM's employee
compensation program to determine an employee’s annual salary increases and bonus pay. There are also incentives for
employees whose research and development in energy and climate related innovations result in patents, products and solutions.
Chairman’s award explanation: The IBM Chairman's Environmental Award recognition program was established in 1991, and has
continued to this day. This annual award encourages environmental leadership, strengthens integration of environmental affairs
throughout IBM's business and recognizes environmental leadership, innovation, and results on the part of IBM's organizations. The
program currently alternates criteria every other year – internal operations vs. products and solutions. The criteria for internal
operations consider all environmental programs and results, including attainment of the company's energy conservation and GHG
emissions reduction goals. The criteria for the alternating year cover products, services and solutions that IBM develops and
provides to its clients in helping them achieve environmental protection and efficiency results, again inclusive of energy and climate.
Each year IBM's Chairman personally presents this annual award to the C-suite executive of the organization being recognized.
The IBM Research organization received the 2017 IBM Chairman's Environmental Award.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Process operation manager

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Energy reduction project

Comment
These IBM employees have responsibility for carrying out IBM's corporate policy on company's energy conservation and climate
protection programs, which includes defining strategies and driving actions and projects to enable the attainment of IBM’s energy
and GHG emissions reduction goals. IBM currently has three goals in this area - energy conservation, renewable electricity
procurement and GHG emissions reductions - details of which are provided in other parts of this disclosure. These responsibilities
are executed using the formal Human Resources’ “Check Point” process through which employees set their business goals and
receive feedback and assessments on their performance from their managers. The assessments are considered in IBM's employee
compensation program to determine an employee’s annual salary increases and bonus pay. There are also incentives for
employees whose research and development in energy and climate related innovations result in patents, products and solutions.
Chairman’s award explanation: The IBM Chairman's Environmental Award recognition program was established in 1991, and has
continued to this day. This annual award encourages environmental leadership, strengthens integration of environmental affairs
throughout IBM's business and recognizes environmental leadership, innovation, and results on the part of IBM's organizations. The
program currently alternates criteria every other year – internal operations vs. products and solutions. The criteria for internal
operations consider all environmental programs and results, including attainment of the company's energy conservation and GHG
emissions reduction goals. The criteria for the alternating year cover products, services and solutions that IBM develops and
provides to its clients in helping them achieve environmental protection and efficiency results, again inclusive of energy and climate.
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Each year IBM's Chairman personally presents this annual award to the C-suite executive of the organization being recognized.
The IBM Research organization received the 2017 IBM Chairman's Environmental Award.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Other, please specify (Energyconserv.&climateprotect. employees)

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Emissions reduction project

Comment
These IBM employees have responsibility for carrying out IBM's corporate policy on company's energy conservation and climate
protection programs, which includes defining strategies and driving actions and projects to enable the attainment of IBM’s energy
and GHG emissions reduction goals. IBM currently has three goals in this area - energy conservation, renewable electricity
procurement and GHG emissions reductions - details of which are provided in other parts of this disclosure. These responsibilities
are executed using the formal Human Resources’ “Check Point” process through which employees set their business goals and
receive feedback and assessments on their performance from their managers. The assessments are considered in IBM's employee
compensation program to determine an employee’s annual salary increases and bonus pay. There are also incentives for
employees whose research and development in energy and climate related innovations result in patents, products and solutions.
Chairman’s award explanation: The IBM Chairman's Environmental Award recognition program was established in 1991, and has
continued to this day. This annual award encourages environmental leadership, strengthens integration of environmental affairs
throughout IBM's business and recognizes environmental leadership, innovation, and results on the part of IBM's organizations. The
program currently alternates criteria every other year – internal operations vs. products and solutions. The criteria for internal
operations consider all environmental programs and results, including attainment of the company's energy conservation and GHG
emissions reduction goals. The criteria for the alternating year cover products, services and solutions that IBM develops and
provides to its clients in helping them achieve environmental protection and efficiency results, again inclusive of energy and climate.
Each year IBM's Chairman personally presents this annual award to the C-suite executive of the organization being recognized.
The IBM Research organization received the 2017 IBM Chairman's Environmental Award.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Other, please specify (CEA staff, managers & executives)

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Emissions reduction target

Comment
These IBM employees have responsibility for carrying out IBM's corporate policy on company's energy conservation and climate
protection programs, which includes defining strategies and driving actions and projects to enable the attainment of IBM’s energy
and GHG emissions reduction goals. IBM currently has three goals in this area - energy conservation, renewable electricity
procurement and GHG emissions reductions - details of which are provided in other parts of this disclosure. These responsibilities
are executed using the formal Human Resources’ “Check Point” process through which employees set their business goals and
receive feedback and assessments on their performance from their managers. The assessments are considered in IBM's employee
compensation program to determine an employee’s annual salary increases and bonus pay. There are also incentives for
employees whose research and development in energy and climate related innovations result in patents, products and solutions.
Chairman’s award explanation: The IBM Chairman's Environmental Award recognition program was established in 1991, and has
continued to this day. This annual award encourages environmental leadership, strengthens integration of environmental affairs
throughout IBM's business and recognizes environmental leadership, innovation, and results on the part of IBM's organizations. The
program currently alternates criteria every other year – internal operations vs. products and solutions. The criteria for internal
operations consider all environmental programs and results, including attainment of the company's energy conservation and GHG
emissions reduction goals. The criteria for the alternating year cover products, services and solutions that IBM develops and
provides to its clients in helping them achieve environmental protection and efficiency results, again inclusive of energy and climate.
Each year IBM's Chairman personally presents this annual award to the C-suite executive of the organization being recognized.
The IBM Research organization received the 2017 IBM Chairman's Environmental Award.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Other, please specify (Relevant C-suite officers)

Types of incentives
Recognition (non-monetary)
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Activity incentivized
Emissions reduction target

Comment
These IBM employees have responsibility for carrying out IBM's corporate policy on company's energy conservation and climate
protection programs, which includes defining strategies and driving actions and projects to enable the attainment of IBM’s energy
and GHG emissions reduction goals. IBM currently has three goals in this area - energy conservation, renewable electricity
procurement and GHG emissions reductions - details of which are provided in other parts of this disclosure. These responsibilities
are executed using the formal Human Resources’ “Check Point” process through which employees set their business goals and
receive feedback and assessments on their performance from their managers. The assessments are considered in IBM's employee
compensation program to determine an employee’s annual salary increases and bonus pay. There are also incentives for
employees whose research and development in energy and climate related innovations result in patents, products and solutions.
Chairman’s award explanation: The IBM Chairman's Environmental Award recognition program was established in 1991, and has
continued to this day. This annual award encourages environmental leadership, strengthens integration of environmental affairs
throughout IBM's business and recognizes environmental leadership, innovation, and results on the part of IBM's organizations. The
program currently alternates criteria every other year – internal operations vs. products and solutions. The criteria for internal
operations consider all environmental programs and results, including attainment of the company's energy conservation and GHG
emissions reduction goals. The criteria for the alternating year cover products, services and solutions that IBM develops and
provides to its clients in helping them achieve environmental protection and efficiency results, again inclusive of energy and climate.
Each year IBM's Chairman personally presents this annual award to the C-suite executive of the organization being recognized.
The IBM Research organization received the 2017 IBM Chairman's Environmental Award.

C2. Risks and opportunities

C2.1

(C2.1) Describe what your organization considers to be short-, medium- and long-term horizons.

From
(years)

To
(years)

Comment

Short-
term

0 3 Given the nature of IBM’s business & the rapid transformation of the IT industry, we consider a 0-3 year period to be an appropriate
short-term period for strategy planning.

Medium-
term

3 10 Given the nature of IBM’s business & the rapid transformation of the IT industry, we consider a 3-10 year period to be an appropriate
medium-term period for strategy planning.

Long-
term

10 100 We view everything beyond 10 years from the present to be a long-term period. Given the rapid transformation of our industry, the
visibility of the future 10 years & beyond is very low, limiting our ability to establish strategies today for that period.

C2.2

(C2.2) Select the option that best describes how your organization's processes for identifying, assessing, and managing
climate-related issues are integrated into your overall risk management.
Integrated into multi-disciplinary company-wide risk identification, assessment, and management processes

C2.2a
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(C2.2a) Select the options that best describe your organization's frequency and time horizon for identifying and assessing
climate-related risks.

Frequency
of
monitoring

How far into
the future
are risks
considered?

Comment

Row
1

Six-monthly
or more
frequently

>6 years IBM executes integrated corporate & business unit (BU) risk management processes to comprehensively assess risks including
those related to climate change & water supply. The assessments include potential physical, operational, & reputational impacts
as well as trends & opportunities in the marketplace. We also follow a process for identifying significant environmental aspects as
part of our global Environmental Management System (EMS) to assess the company’s business intersections with the
environment. Among the significant aspects we have identified are energy use, GHG emissions & water withdrawal in water
scarce locations. Based on the assessment, the IBM Corporate Environmental Affairs staff sets new or updated corporate
requirements, objectives & targets, with input from BUs responsible for execution. The BUs are responsible for developing &
executing plans to reduce energy use & GHG emissions, & mitigate potential environmental impacts or risks.

C2.2b

(C2.2b) Provide further details on your organization’s process(es) for identifying and assessing climate-related risks.

  

Description of process for identifying & assessing climate-related risks:

IBM executes integrated corporate & business unit (BU) risk management processes to comprehensively identify & assess risks
including those related to climate change & water supply. The assessments include potential physical, operational, & reputational
impacts as well as trends & opportunities in the marketplace. We also follow a process for identifying significant environmental
aspects as part of our global Environmental Management System (EMS) to identify assess the company’s business intersections with
the environment on an annual cycle, looking at our current & future operations & their potential exposure to climate and water-related
risks. We then assess these environmental intersections & rank them according to the significance of impact that our operations have
on those environmental areas. Significant aspects we have identified are energy use, GHG emissions & water withdrawal in water
scarce locations, among others. Based on our assessments, the IBM Corporate Environmental Affairs staff sets new or updates
corporate requirements, objectives & targets, with input from BUs responsible for execution. The BUs are responsible for developing
& executing plans to reduce energy use & GHG emissions, & mitigate potential environmental impacts or risks.

Definition of ‘substantive financial impact’ when identifying or assessing climate-related risks:

Our risk management processes assess the potential for disruptive events & establish plans intended to safeguard assets and
business continuity. These processes consider the potential financial impact against significance criteria, but the exact nature of the
criteria are business confidential. Climate change related events are integrated into these processes, as the processes address
natural disasters and weather related events which may be exacerbated by various aspects of climate change impacts. IBM
considers the potential for physical and/or asset losses at all its facilities and takes pro-active steps during acquisition and operation
to mitigate these potential impacts inclusive of those events that may be influenced by climate change. IBM has a comprehensive,
global process for supplier / supply chain risk assessments. Suppliers are evaluated across multiple dimensions of risk, which
include, location, regulatory compliance, geopolitical, single sourcing, social responsibility, financial strength, climatic factors, etc.
Beyond assessing supplier risk, suppliers are required to have contingency plans in place to ensure continuity of goods and services.
IBM Global Procurement also factors in resiliency planning in sourcing strategies to further ensure supply continuity. One component
of IBM's Global Procurement Risk Management System is our Event Watch Program. This program provides the risk team and
sourcing community immediate awareness of potential supply chain disruptions globally, enabling preemptive actions to be readied
and deployed as necessary.

The description of a process for identifying & assessing climate-related risks is consistent with answer in C2.2 & C2.2a:

As the description above shows, our process to identify & assess climate-change related risks is integrated into our multi-disciplinary
company-wide risk identification, assessment, & management processes, which we perform on a periodic cycle, from daily to annual
cycles taking into account our current & future intersections with the environment. 
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C2.2c

(C2.2c) Which of the following risk types are considered in your organization's climate-related risk assessments?

Relevance
&
inclusion

Please explain

Current
regulation

Relevant,
always
included

The main risks associated with current regulation are non-compliance, compliance costs, & lack of flexibility to develop new products or
offerings. Non-compliance with climate change related regulations could result in financial fines, inability or delay in putting products &
offerings in the market, & impact on reputation. Also, compliance with overly restrictive regulations considerably increases cost of
conducting business without necessarily providing an environmental benefit. Current regulations can also limit the way a company
conducts business, develops products & invests in technology, intentionally or inadvertently preventing options or paths that may be
better suitable to fulfill a market &/or societal need. A relevant example involved regulations around energy & carbon taxes, renewable
portfolio standards & emissions cap & trade schemes. While not uniquely to IBM these regulations have a direct cost impact on the
energy we procure to run our operations. We include this in our risk assessment process in that we monitor these types of regulations &
make pertinent financial planning decisions to minimize the impacts of increased energy prices. In addition, IBM has strong mechanisms
in place to identify applicable climate mitigation based regulations, such as product energy efficiency requirements, affecting our
products & offerings worldwide, including those that pertain to environmental requirements, & we work across IBM’s business
organizations to develop & execute our compliance strategies. We also set expectation for our suppliers to implement processes and
capabilities to ensure their compliance. We can provide more examples & more information upon request.

Emerging
regulation

Relevant,
always
included

The main risk deals with uncertainties, lack of harmonization across geographies & jurisdictions, &/or overly prescriptive regulatory
requirements put in place to address environmental matters including climate related issues. This may impact the operating modes we
use to meet our clients’ reliability, availability & serviceability requirements, our product design strategy & ability to put products on the
market, as well as operating & compliance costs. A relevant example involves potential future regulations or government procurement
requirements around data center energy efficiency that measure performance & compliance based on inappropriate metrics that do not
recognize the complexity of data center operations. These regulations may cause significant reliability risks for data center operations or
a company’s ability to meet client requirements, given that data center operations are technology-specific & driven by unique & often
sensitive client requirements. We include this in our corporate wide risk assessment process by evaluating the ability of our current &
next generation products & services to comply with emerging regulations in jurisdictions where IBM does or plans to do business. In
addition, IBM has strong mechanisms in place to identify upcoming regulations that apply to our products & offerings worldwide,
including those that pertain to environmental and climate related requirements, & we engage in advocacy activities to share our industry
experience in the regulatory process to assist in the development of effective and practically implementable rules. We can provide more
examples & more information upon request.

Technology Relevant,
always
included

As an IT, cloud services & cognitive solutions company, we are at the forefront of identifying the next wave of technologies to define our
business strategy & the development of relevant products & offerings for our clients. The risk around technology as it relates to climate
change may involve missing out on opportunities to apply advanced analytics, cognitive solutions, blockchain, IoT & other innovative
tools to help address climate change related challenges. Many of the solutions IBM offers to its clients can be used as an example
specific to our company. An excellent example is our Smarter Building solution which was recognized with a Smarter Energy Decision
Innovation Award in February of 2018. The solution uses advanced analytics & Internet of Things (IoT) to detect faults in building
operating systems before human inspections would, identifying the need for maintenance before problems surface, which translates into
operational & energy efficiencies in buildings. Another example is our Green Horizons solution which uses weather forecasting, data
analytics & machine learning to develop algorithms that predict renewable energy generation & energy demand, helping electricity grid
managers & utilities to better plan & integrate renewable electricity to the grid mix, mitigating the common current issue of renewable
generation curtailment. Recently, IBM announced it is working on applying IBM Blockchain to track financial & energy transactions
related to the use of renewable energy, increasing transparency & efficiency in that area. Had IBM not engaged early in these
endeavors, we would be missing the opportunity to help our clients solve their challenges while at the same time developing technology
assets to address climate change at-large. We can provide more examples & more information upon request.

Legal Not
relevant,
explanation
provided

The preponderance of our legal obligations are related to current or future regulations, which have been addressed and discussed in the
sections above “Current regulation” and “Emerging regulation”.

Market Relevant,
always
included

As consumers from all sectors increase their focus on energy efficiency & GHG emissions, companies must anticipate requirements for
their products and services, & innovate to address changing market needs. This could have the potential impact of reduced demand for
our products & solutions, should IBM miss to do so. An example specific to IBM & the technology services industry, is our potential to
develop products & solutions that are energy efficient, or that help understand, address & mitigate the impacts of climate change in a
better way, aided by advanced data insights & capabilities. As companies throughout the world continue to increasingly value the
benefits of energy and operating efficiency, IBM is well positioned to develop tools & solutions that help address these needs. This
aspect is included in our corporate wide risk management strategy, through which we remain in tune of the market and client needs for
new business opportunities. Our focus has led to many IBM solutions with an environmental intersect, currently under deployment with a
variety of clients & in multiple geographies. IBM recognizes that we must bring to bear the most advanced IT capabilities in addressing
the world’s most challenging environmental issues such as climate change and is committed to identifying opportunities to apply these
solutions. We can provide more examples & more information upon request.
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Reputation Relevant,
always
included

Companies are increasingly being assessed on their environmental programs, including their efforts to improve the energy efficiency of
their operations, reducing GHG emissions & providing products & services that enable their clients to address these attributes of their
operation. The potential impact of not addressing this risk would be negative public brand perception & decreased trust amongst clients
& stakeholders. An example involves inquiries we regularly receive from employees and external entities about IBM’s position, programs
and results concerning climate change. Above all, we begin with our commitment to be an environmental leader. We set forth
unambiguous positions, effective programs and goals, and back up our commitment with demonstrable results. IBM has publicly
communicated its position on climate change since 2007. We set our own stringent environmental requirements and effective goals, and
execute a world class, global environmental management system which drive consistent conduct no matter where in the world we
operate. We have a defined program by which to respond to inquiries on environmental topics, including climate change, calling for
transparent and fact-based responses that are supported by data & results. We seek external recognition for our programs and
performance, and we believe such recognition must be earned. Our commitment calls for us to be an environmental leader, and we
understand that positive brand reputation must be built upon real results. We take this seriously and we believe our actions back this up.
We can provide more examples & more information upon request.

Acute
physical

Relevant,
always
included

Our risk management processes assess the potential for disruptive events & establish plans intended to safeguard assets and business
continuity. These processes consider the potential financial impact against significance criteria, but the exact nature of the criteria are
business confidential. Climate change related events are integrated into these processes, as the processes address natural disasters
and weather related events which may be exacerbated by various aspects of climate change impacts. IBM considers the potential for
physical and/or asset losses at all its facilities and takes pro-active steps during acquisition and operation to mitigate these potential
impacts inclusive of those events that may be influenced by climate change. A relevant example of an acute physical risk would be a
climate disrupting event with significant impact on an area where we host our data centers, potentially compromising our ability to meet
our contractual obligations with our clients. This impact could be, for example, the loss of power for a prolonged time period. This
scenario is included in our climate-related risk assessment process which integrates resiliency & service reliability of our operations, &
ensures that our operations have sufficient back-up power to support critical operations during a state of emergency. With an increased
move to the cloud, more IT workload & transactions can be virtually transferred to designated “resiliency” data centers, which provides
another alternative to continue business activities during a hypothetical situation as the one described above. In short, climate change
risk is integrated into our risk management strategy and process. We can provide more examples & more information upon request.

Chronic
physical

Not
relevant,
explanation
provided

At this time, based on the nature and scope of our business operations, IBM does not perceive unusual physical impacts outside of
those we plan for as part of our ongoing business and risk management processes. These risk management processes look at business
risk comprehensively including, but not limited to, risks and impacts related to climate change. We apply analytic tools to our supply
chain assessment activities, integrating and assessing over 10,000 data points to evaluate potential risks. There are potential physical
impacts, albeit not unique to IBM, in certain geographies which may include water scarcity or diseases. We anticipate that the business
models of both IBM’s and our suppliers’ operations will enable those operations to anticipate and adapt to potential risks and mitigate
the impacts without significant disruptions to the business.

Upstream Relevant,
sometimes
included

Climate change related events could cause our upstream suppliers to have delays or be unable to provide us with products & services
key for IBM to deliver a final product or solution to our clients. Also, increasingly restrictive regulations around hardware energy efficiency
can result in difficulties to procure compliant parts in the market. A relevant example would be a situation where a climate event disrupts
the logistics & movement of parts necessary to assemble our hardware products, causing delays in product delivery. This scenario is
contemplated our risk management processes in that we establish multiple sources for critical parts so that we are not dependent upon
a sole supplier. We also have a real-time monitoring tool that assesses a range of factors that can disrupt our supply chain and enables
IBM to pro-actively respond to situations before they impact our operations. These risk management strategies are in place to address
many types of upstream supply chain risks, including those relating to climate change. We can provide more examples & more
information upon request.

Downstream Not
relevant,
explanation
provided

The risks that exists in our downstream value chain largely reside with our customers and do not represent a uniquely material risk to
IBM. IBM takes an approach to provide solutions to and be ready to assist our clients in addressing climate impacts to their businesses.

Relevance
&
inclusion

Please explain

C2.2d
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(C2.2d) Describe your process(es) for managing climate-related risks and opportunities.

  

Risks:

Our corporate risk management processes assess risks relevant to the corporation & we establish plans to ensure business continuity
& asset protection, down to the location level. These processes consider the potential financial impact against significance criteria.
The exact nature of the criteria are business confidential. Our EMS assesses environmental aspects including energy use & GHG
emissions. Corporate goals are set to mitigate climate risk. Our business units & locations further assess their specific impacts &
develop & execute plans to mitigate them & meet the corporate goals.

Opportunities:

The annual EMS revision identifies opportunities for improving our internal energy management & climate protection operations. We
evaluate the need of adjusting our strategy & targets to harvest missed opportunities, & work with our business units to develop
necessary actions We also assist our research & product development groups to leverage our industry expertise & capabilities for the
development of climate focused solutions.

Case study:

a. As part of our resource management process, we evaluate risks & opportunities associated with reliability & cost of electricity &
water supply at a location level. E.g., as part of our EMS review. We uncovered that conventional electricity came at a higher cost
than renewable electricity in India, and turned that into an opportunity for procuring solar energy. 

b. Our risk assessment process identifies emerging regulations that may be applicable to our offerings, e.g., the EU’s work on a
computer server energy efficiency regulation. Our awareness led us to engage early in the regulatory process by providing industry
experience & measured data that contributed to the development of an appropriate metric to measure efficiency. 

Consistent with C2.2 and C2.2a:

Much of the process described above is conducted continuously and at least annually considering impacts that affect our company
within over the next 6 years. 

C2.3

(C2.3) Have you identified any inherent climate-related risks with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic
impact on your business?
Yes

C2.3a

(C2.3a) Provide details of risks identified with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on your
business.

Identifier
Risk 1

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Direct operations

Risk type
Transition risk
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Primary climate-related risk driver
Policy and legal: Mandates on and regulation of existing products and services

Type of financial impact driver
Policy and legal: Increased operating costs (e.g., higher compliance costs, increased insurance premiums)

Company- specific description
Operational risks exist in three main areas: (1) the impact of potential product and data center energy efficiency regulations, (2) the
lack of harmonization and clarity regarding regulations, taxes or cap and trade system to reduce GHG emissions and (3) the impact
of increased renewable electricity generating requirements. The following are relevant examples: 1. Multiple jurisdictions are
contemplating various forms of server and storage product and data center energy efficiency regulations and/or procurement
requirements. There are many and varied approaches to these requirements, and many approaches represent significant business
risks because they are based on ill-informed or inappropriate understanding of what constitutes energy efficiency at the product
and data center levels. Creation of incorrectly conceived regulations for products (e.g., idle power limits on server and storage
products) or data center operations (PUE limits or server utilization requirements) could deny market access of products or restrict
or curtail data center operations. Specific examples of product regulations are the EU Lot 9 requirements for server and storage
products (idle limits for server products and power supply efficiency requirements for both server and storage products) and data
center Green Procurement Practices in the EU – all of which are currently in development. 2. Operationally, energy costs will
depend on the structure and implementation of carbon taxes, carbon cap and trade systems or other regulations to reduce direct
emissions of GHGs. These requirements may affect IBM’s energy costs and the reliability of the electrical systems in certain
markets servicing IBM. 3. As countries and regional jurisdictions require increasingly higher percentages of renewables in grid
supplied electricity, cost of electricity and grid reliability may be affected. An example of this is the Texas ERCOT grid region, where
high wind generation capacity decrease energy costs at periods of high wind generation which drives out generation capacity that is
required for periods of low wind generation. This in turn is impacting the ability of energy retailers to provide reliable power 24x7 to
their customers, causing potential operating instability of the electricity users.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Potential financial impact
1

Explanation of financial impact
IBM executes a mature risk management process. However, IBM does not assign specific numerical financial figures to represent
risks given the high degree of uncertainty in any estimation process. IBM identifies recognized risks and reports them to
management based on their relative magnitude. Over time, we expect some compliance and energy costs increases above our
current levels.

Management method
IBM actively participates, as a stakeholder, in regulatory development processes of various jurisdictions. Either alone or through
industry associations we provide recommendations in the interest of developing effective, appropriate and practically implementable
regulations. In addition, IBM has experienced staff and long established processes to track and manage enacted regulations and
standards including those affecting the design, sale and marketing of IT products, as well as data center operations. IBM complies
with applicable regulations and standards globally.

Cost of management
1

Comment
It is not possible to assess the cost and revenue implications of a given regulatory change until that change is proposed or adopted.
Over time, we expect some compliance and energy cost increases above our current levels. It is also not possible to estimate the
cost of management for these types of activities. Even making the best assumptions, any estimated figured would be highly flawed
and would serve no relevant purpose.

Identifier
Risk 2

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Direct operations

Risk type
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Transition risk

Primary climate-related risk driver
Market: Changing customer behavior

Type of financial impact driver
Market: Reduced demand for goods and/or services due to shift in consumer preferences

Company- specific description
As consumers from all sectors increase their focus on energy efficiency and GHG emissions, companies must anticipate
requirements for their products and innovate to address changing market needs. A specific example is increasing customer interest
in server and storage product energy efficiency as measured by both absolute product energy consumption and the workload
delivered per unit of energy consumed. IBM works to deliver to customers servers that deliver more work per unit of energy
consumed than competitor’s products particularly for computationally intensive cognitive, AI and analytics workloads.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Potential financial impact
1

Explanation of financial impact
IBM executes a risk management process. However, IBM does not assign specific financial numerical figures to risks due to the
high degree of uncertainty in any estimate process. It is not possible to assess the cost and revenue implications of changing
customer preferences with certainty. That said, IBM's early action and robust programs on energy conservation & GHG emissions
reduction, and our focus on developing energy efficient products, services & solutions for our clients position IBM competitively in
addressing changing conditions in the marketplace. Our strategy to drive analytics and cognitive based solutions through a cloud
platform enables us to adapt in the current and evolving world of public policy and regulatory environment, client demands and
impacts of climate change. These programs and capabilities enable us to avoid / mitigate disruptions and minimize financial impacts
while capturing revenue opportunities.

Management method
IBM has a well-established, global Environmental Management System (EMS), which requires regular assessment of the
environmental aspects of its operations and activities, and setting goals and objectives to pro-actively manage its significant
environmental impacts. In addition, IBM’s operational expertise and experience from executing our own programs and results
inform the companies regarding potential and likely business opportunities. IBM possesses, and continues to invest in, deep subject
matter expertise across private and public sectors of economy enabling IBM to effectively help our clients achieve their business
and operational efficiency objectives.

Cost of management
1

Comment
There are no extraordinary cost risks, as costs to execute our programs and strategy are embedded in IBM's current operational
structure. IBM continues to invest significantly ($5.8 billion in 2017) in research activities. A portion of these research dollars were
applied to the development of products and solutions intended to address the impacts of climate change and to offer products and
solutions which improve the energy efficiency of our clients’ operations.

Identifier
Risk 3

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Direct operations

Risk type
Transition risk

Primary climate-related risk driver
Reputation: Increased stakeholder concern or negative stakeholder feedback

Type of financial impact driver
Reputation: Reduced revenue from decreased demand for goods/services
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Company- specific description
Companies are increasingly being assessed on their environmental performance, including their efforts to improve the energy
efficiency of their operations, reducing their GHG emissions and providing products and services that enable their clients to address
these attributes of their operation. IBM has demonstrated decades-long leadership in energy management and climate protection.
IBM’s products and services enable its clients to improve their performance and demonstrate leadership.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Unlikely

Magnitude of impact
High

Potential financial impact
1

Explanation of financial impact
IBM executes a risk management process. However, IBM does not assign specific financial numerical figures to risks due to the
high degree of uncertainty in any estimate process. It is not possible to assess the cost and revenue implications of changing
customer preferences with certainty. That said, IBM's early action and robust programs on energy conservation & GHG emissions
reduction, and our focus on developing energy efficient products, services & solutions for our clients position IBM competitively in
addressing changing conditions in the marketplace. Our strategy to drive analytics and cognitive based solutions through a cloud
platform enables us to adapt in the current and evolving world of public policy and regulatory environment, client demands and
impacts of climate change. These programs and capabilities enable us to avoid / mitigate disruptions and minimize financial impacts
while capturing revenue opportunities.

Management method
IBM has a well-established, global Environmental Management System (EMS), which requires regular assessment of the
environmental aspects of its operations and activities and setting goals and objectives to pro-actively manage its significant
environmental impacts. In addition, IBM’s operational expertise and experience from executing our own programs and results
inform the company’s offerings and activities regarding potential and likely business opportunities. IBM possesses, and continues to
invest in, deep subject matter expertise across private and public sectors of economy enabling IBM to effectively help our clients
achieve their business and operational efficiency.

Cost of management
1

Comment
There are no extraordinary cost risks, as costs to execute our programs and strategy are embedded in IBM's current operational
structure. IBM continues to invest significantly ($5.8 billion in 2017) in research activities. A portion of these research dollars were
applied to the development of products and solutions that address the impacts of climate change. In addition, IBM has experienced
staff and long established processes to track and manage enacted regulations, standards and emerging environmental issues
including those affecting the design, sale and marketing of our products, as well as data center operations. These capabilities
position IBM well in response to climate challenges for our company, clients, and society-at-large. IBM complies with applicable
regulations and standards globally.

C2.4

(C2.4) Have you identified any climate-related opportunities with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic
impact on your business?
Yes

C2.4a

(C2.4a) Provide details of opportunities identified with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on
your business.

Identifier
Opp1
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Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Customer

Opportunity type
Products and services

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Development and/or expansion of low emission goods and services

Type of financial impact driver
Increased revenue through demand for lower emissions products and services

Company- specific description
IBM’s offers IT solutions to reduce client’s energy use and associated GHG emissions. The proliferation of emissions reporting
obligations, cap and trade schemes and tracking requirements for renewable energy certificates and other accounting processes
for zero emission energy production will likely increase the demand for our products and services. IBM’s suite of software and
solutions offerings including Building Management Control Center, Grid management systems, block chain and Artificial or
Augmented intelligence capabilities offer IT based software and solutions to inventory, track, assess and manage energy and asset
/ material utilization, generation and/or certification, and provide a platform that entities can use to gather data, manage assets,
reduce energy use and report energy use or GHG emissions. Using its range of analytics and cognitive capabilities, IBM is poised
to develop cognitive solutions that assist our clients to become more effective and efficient in identifying, understanding and
complying with laws and regulations that affect them. A specific example is the IBM smarter building management offering which
enables identification of systems anomalies that could result in energy losses. Utilization of the solution has reduced building
energy consumption by 10 to 15% and enabled building owners to optimize and minimize the energy use. IBM's portfolio of energy
efficient ICT equipment, data centers, and cloud offerings, deep expertise and offerings in analytics and optimization solutions, and
systems, analytics, cognitive and blockchain capabilities uniquely position IBM to assist its clients in responding to the full range of
energy use and GHG reduction mandates that have been established or may be considered in the future. These drivers may
include international, national and local laws, regulations, standards and voluntary agreements.

Time horizon
Short-term

Likelihood
Virtually certain

Magnitude of impact
Medium-high

Potential financial impact
1

Explanation of financial impact
These opportunities present IBM expanded market opportunities based on its portfolio of systems, software, services and solutions
including the building control center; data center management systems; software solutions; service offerings; and analytics,
cognitive and research capabilities. IBM is uniquely positioned to apply one, some, or all of these capabilities in a synergistic
fashion to assist clients in both private and public sectors to respond to challenges of climate change. Because of the diverse
applications of IBM’s vast suite of IT products, services and solutions offerings, it is not possible to assign a percentage of revenue
to offerings which can be applied solely to climate change issues and improvement of operational efficiency.

Strategy to realize opportunity
IBM implements ongoing and effective business processes to identify, analyze, and exploit emerging business opportunities which
can be addressed with IBM's range of expertise and offerings.

Cost to realize opportunity
1

Comment
There are no extra-ordinary cost risks, as costs to execute our programs and strategy are embedded in IBM's current operational
structure. IBM continues to invest significantly ($5.8 billion in 2017) in research activities. A portion of these research dollars were
applied to the development of products and solutions that address the impacts of climate change.

Identifier
Opp2

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Customer

Opportunity type
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Products and services

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Development of new products or services through R&D and innovation

Type of financial impact driver
Increased revenue through demand for lower emissions products and services

Company- specific description
IBM makes extensive R&D investments - $5.8 billion in 2017. These investments in higher performance/ capacity energy efficiency
server and storage products and IT based solutions using cognitive, analytic, block chain and quantum computing technologies
offer clients access to the computational and system management capabilities to improve their energy and material efficiency and
reduce their GHG emissions. A specific example is the application of IBM blockchain technology to track generation of carbon
credits and Certificates of Origin to track carbon capture and renewable electricity generation attributes, respectively. These
systems enable robust accounting of these attributes to protect/validate project results and provide certifiable accounting to prevent
double counting of benefits.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Potential financial impact
1

Explanation of financial impact
These opportunities present IBM expanded market opportunities based on its portfolio of systems, software, services and solutions
including the building control center; data center management systems; software solutions; service offerings; and analytics,
cognitive and research capabilities. IBM is uniquely positioned to apply one, some, or all of these capabilities in a synergistic
fashion to assist clients in both private and public sectors to respond to challenges of climate change. Because of the diverse
applications of IBM’s vast suite of IT products, services and solutions offerings, it is not possible to assign a percentage of revenue
to offerings which can be applied solely to climate change issues and improvement of operational efficiency.

Strategy to realize opportunity
IBM implements ongoing and effective business processes to identify, analyze, and exploit emerging business opportunities which
can be addressed with IBM's range of expertise and offerings.

Cost to realize opportunity
1

Comment
There are no extra-ordinary cost risks, as costs to execute our programs and strategy are embedded in IBM's current operational
structure. IBM continues to invest significantly ($5.8 billion in 2017) in research activities. A portion of these research dollars were
applied to the development of products and solutions that address the impacts of climate change.

Identifier
Opp3

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Customer

Opportunity type
Products and services

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Ability to diversify business activities

Type of financial impact driver
Better competitive position to reflect shifting consumer preferences, resulting in increased revenues

Company- specific description
IBM has made significant investments in R&D and associated solutions based on transformational technologies such as higher
performance/ capacity energy efficient server and storage products and IT based solutions using cognitive, analytic, block chain
and quantum computing technologies offer clients access to the computational and system management capabilities to improve
their energy and material efficiency and reduce their GHG emissions. IBM researchers, engineers, technicians and other
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employees are applying these capabilities to a range of solutions in new markets in the emerging and lesser developed economies
across the more than 150 countries in which IBM serves clients. IBM has also established research labs in more than 10 countries
including Brazil, Kenya, India and China, South Africa to directly serve these markets and identify opportunities in the local
economy. One example is the Water Watchers app, launched in South Africa. Water Watchers is a crowdsourcing app that
encourages South Africans to engage in fixing their own water distribution problems. In a recent census survey, it was found that
while 93% of South African households had access to safe water, only 45% of citizens have safe water in their homes. The Water
Watchers app is striving to change that. South African citizens can use the app with SMS capabilities to report leaks, faulty water
pipes and any problems with their local canals. The data gets uploaded to a server in real time. Data points that are crowd sourced
from all over South Africa are aggregated and analyzed into a Water Watchers report. This report will then be made openly
available to local municipalities, water control boards and other water system stakeholders.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Potential financial impact
1

Explanation of financial impact
These opportunities present IBM expanded market opportunities based on its portfolio of systems, software, services and solutions
including the building control center; data center management systems; software solutions; service offerings; and analytics,
cognitive and research capabilities. IBM is uniquely positioned to apply one, some, or all of these capabilities in a synergistic
fashion to assist clients in both private and public sectors to respond to challenges of climate change. Because of the diverse
applications of IBM’s vast suite of IT products, services and solutions offerings, it is not possible to assign a percentage of revenue
to offerings which can be applied solely to climate change issues and improvement of operational efficiency.

Strategy to realize opportunity
IBM implements ongoing and effective business processes to identify, analyze, and exploit emerging business opportunities which
can be addressed with IBM's range of expertise and offerings.

Cost to realize opportunity
1

Comment
There are no extra-ordinary cost risks, as costs to execute our programs and strategy are embedded in IBM's current operational
structure. IBM continues to invest significantly ($5.8 billion in 2017) in research activities. A portion of these research dollars were
applied to the development of products and solutions that address the impacts of climate change.

Identifier
Opp4

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Customer

Opportunity type
Resource efficiency

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Other

Type of financial impact driver
Reduced operating costs (e.g., through efficiency gains and cost reductions)

Company- specific description
IBM has implemented a range of IT enabled, automated, analytics based systems in its own operations and offers these solutions
to its clients. They offer increased server and storage product utilization, delivering more work per unit energy consumed and
reducing the installed base of IT equipment required to deliver a given workload; data center cooling optimization systems to reduce
data center PUE and reduce cooling costs; and the smarter building management solutions that monitors a building metering and
control points to identify operating anomalies that cause increased energy use. A specific example is the IBM smarter building
management offering which enables identification of systems anomalies that could result in energy losses. Utilization of the solution
has reduced building energy consumption by 10 to 15% and enabled building owners to optimize and minimize the energy use. IBM
has also developed client-specific solutions, based on cognitive and analytic technologies. The Weather Company (an IBM
company) offers solutions to forecast electricity demand and renewable generation output to better match demand and output,
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integrate renewables into the grid supply while reducing curtailments of renewable output and carbon emissions from required
back-up from fossil fuel assets. These solutions enable the installation and dispatch of more renewables to the grid, reducing overall
grid emissions and optimally integrating conventional, renewable and storage assets.

Time horizon
Short-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Potential financial impact
1

Explanation of financial impact
These opportunities present IBM expanded market opportunities based on its portfolio of systems, software, services and solutions
including the building control center; data center management systems; software solutions; service offerings; and analytics,
cognitive and research capabilities. IBM is uniquely positioned to apply one, some, or all of these capabilities in a synergistic
fashion to assist clients in both private and public sectors to respond to challenges of climate change. Because of the diverse
applications of IBM’s vast suite of IT products, services and solutions offerings, it is not possible to assign a percentage of revenue
to offerings which can be applied solely to climate change issues and improvement of operational efficiency.

Strategy to realize opportunity
IBM implements ongoing and effective business processes to identify, analyze, and exploit emerging business opportunities which
can be addressed with IBM's range of expertise and offerings.

Cost to realize opportunity
1

Comment
There are no extra-ordinary cost risks, as costs to execute our programs and strategy are embedded in IBM's current operational
structure. IBM continues to invest significantly ($5.8 billion in 2017) in research activities. A portion of these research dollars were
applied to the development of products and solutions that address the impacts of climate change.

C2.5
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(C2.5) Describe where and how the identified risks and opportunities have impacted your business.

Impact Description

Products
and
services

Impacted An increased general focus on energy efficiency and climate protection, along with emerging regulations with energy efficiency
requirements and GHG emissions restrictions, have generated additional drivers for developing new IBM products and offerings that are
responsive to capturing the greater demand for efficiency, renewable energy, and climate protection management solutions. (1) our
product development teams continually increase their focus on providing server, storage and software management systems that
increase IT equipment utilization to deliver more work per unit energy consumed and to do more work with less equipment, (2) our data
center teams are leveraging technology refresh cycles to introduce more efficient technologies from IBM and other OEMs to improve the
overall efficiency of the data center, and (3) our solutions teams are applying cognitive and AI technologies to drive enhanced
operational efficiency in many aspects of our client’s business. We estimate the magnitude of impact to be moderate and indirect, driven
by the market and potential regulations.

Supply
chain
and/or
value
chain

Impacted IBM procures many parts, components and products from third party providers; and incorporates them into our products, offerings and
solutions. Some of the procured hardware are or may be regulated by energy efficiency requirements that are not harmonized across
jurisdictions. This has added complexity to our product compliance management systems, indirectly increasing costs by having to
dedicate greater resources to addressing these requirements. The magnitude of this impact can be considerable taking into account that
IBM does business in more than 170 countries.

Adaptation
and
mitigation
activities

We have not
identified
any risks or
opportunities

At this time, based on the nature and scope of our business operations, IBM does not perceive unusual physical impacts outside of
those we plan for as part of our ongoing business and risk management processes. There are potential physical impacts, albeit not
unique to IBM, in certain geographies which may include water scarcity, severe weather impacts or diseases. We anticipate that the
business models of both IBM and our suppliers will enable them to anticipate and adapt to potential risks and mitigate the impacts
without significant disruptions to the business.

Investment
in R&D

Impacted AAs mentioned above, IBM implements ongoing and effective business processes to identify, analyze, and exploit emerging business
opportunities which can be harnessed with IBM's range of expertise and offerings to solve challenges related with climate change. This
has informed and directed our research focus over the years to create solutions like IBM Green Horizons which helps optimize the
integration of renewable electricity generation into the grid, and the Water Watch app which helps identify water losses and reduce
wastage. The magnitude of impact is moderate.

Operations Impacted We have considered various drivers including, (1) increase of energy prices in the market which can be driven by carbon taxes,
renewable portfolio standards, and incentives for renewable generation imposed by regulation, (2) building and operational energy
efficiency requirements, (3) client interest in energy efficient data center operations toward continually enhancing our longstanding focus
on energy efficiency and conservation. The impact magnitude is high and direct, especially due to increased energy prices.

Other,
please
specify

Please
select

C2.6
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(C2.6) Describe where and how the identified risks and opportunities have factored into your financial planning process.

Relevance Description

Revenues Impacted IBM revenues are affected by a wide range of factors. As noted above, IBM is exposed to some potential risks to its product, services
and solution portfolio due to potential regulatory activities. IBM has processes in place to assess and engage on developing
regulations and pro-actively address potential impacts. There are also potential opportunities to apply IBM’s technologies to develop
solutions to assist our clients and society-at-large in mitigating and adapting to climate change, resulting in revenue increases.
Examples of our solutions include Green Horizons and the Water Watch App described above. IBM does not break out revenues by
specific solution or services types but does assess the revenue risks and opportunities from the full range of possible factors in its
financial planning process.

Operating
costs

Impacted AAs discussed above, changes in energy costs driven by the movement towards more renewable generation assets in the grid mix
and the renewable portfolio standard or equivalent programs that require REC purchases at elevated prices represent a risk. While
wholesale prices for renewables have come down over time the cost of reliable power at the meter (retail cost for firm power) reflecting
the total cost of integrating renewables with reliable fossil fuel, nuclear, hydroelectric and biomass generation options to provide the
conditioned, reliable power needed to operate our datacenters at five 9’s reliability levels continues to escalate in many, though not all,
markets. We have to plan for these changing energy prices, which are driven by a range of factors. We are working with our utility
suppliers in regulated markets and energy retailers in unregulated markets to develop contracts for reliable power supplied with a high
percentage of renewable generating assets at a competitive cost.

Capital
expenditures
/ capital
allocation

Not
impacted

IBM has a long-standing energy conservation program which operates within IBM’s business process governing approvals of capital
investments. IBM does not create special capital funds based on “internal carbon taxes” or impose other penalties on this business
units. Energy efficiency and conservation projects are assessed on their benefits to the business and compete on equal footing with
business investments in other areas for capital allocation. We take this approach with the belief that investments can only be sustained
when we apply rigor and objectivity in selecting projects. IBM’s long history of energy conservation savings and innovations,
saving/avoiding an average of 5.5% of annual energy consumption over the past 5 years (2013-2017), are a testament to the
effectiveness of this process. Savings from our energy conservation projects contribute to reducing operating costs and offsetting
energy cost increases where they occur (row 2).

Acquisitions
and
divestments

We have not
identified
any risks or
opportunities

IBM’s acquisition and divestiture strategy is driven by the technology and strategic alignment of the business. Climate change is not a
stated consideration in these activities given the nature of IBM’s business.

Access to
capital

Not
impacted

Access to capital is dependent on our financial ratings which are set based on a wide range of criteria. Given the nature of IBM’s
business climate change is not expected to have a unique or explicit impact on the company’s ability to access capital.

Assets Not
impacted

Given the nature of IBM’s business climate change is not expected to have a unique or explicit impact on our assets.

Liabilities We have not
identified
any risks or
opportunities

There are no identified liabilities that are purely contingent on climate change issues.

Other Please
select

C3. Business Strategy

C3.1

(C3.1) Are climate-related issues integrated into your business strategy?
Yes

C3.1a

(C3.1a) Does your organization use climate-related scenario analysis to inform your business strategy?
Yes, qualitative and quantitative

C3.1c

(C3.1c) Explain how climate-related issues are integrated into your business objectives and strategy.
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i. Our global Environmental Management System (EMS) drives internal operational excellence, informing & influencing our business
strategy, product roadmaps & service offerings with regards to environmental issues including those related climate change. Our
EMS places a specific focus on energy use, efficiency & GHG emissions reductions. IBM has enterprise wide IT systems that collect
& analyze data on energy use, GHG emissions, water use, waste generation & other key performance indicators (KPIs) to enable
performance assessment & goal setting. We also execute established processes that monitor & identify emerging regulations &
trends; timely advise our business units & ensure they are competitively positioned to comply &/or stay ahead of the requirements, &
capture business opportunities. The planning & execution required against our EMS targets & objectives, our assessment of our
clients’ needs with regards to climate-related issues relevant to their operations have informed our business objectives & strategy, &
shaped our operational activities & our business offerings.

ii. Our business strategy is linked to emissions reduction, energy conservation & renewable energy procurement targets. Under the
IBM EMS, it has been determined that energy consumption & greenhouse gas emissions are significant environmental aspects of our
operations. We have established goals for annual energy conservation savings of 3.5% of that year’s consumption; procurement of
20% of our electricity from renewable sources over & above that included in our grid mix by 2020; & a 35% reduction in operational
GHG emissions against the 2005 baseline by 2020. In 2017, we achieved energy conservation savings of 4.2%, contracted
procurement of renewable electricity of 22.9% & reduced GHG emissions by 42.9% against our 2005 baseline. We first achieved the
renewable electricity procurement & GHG reductions goals in 2016 & are currently developing our next generation goals. In turn the
work we have done to achieve these goals have resulted in innovations within our operations, for building management, virtualization
& consolidation of IT operations, & improved data center cooling efficiency for ourselves & our clients; & the offering of solutions to our
clients based on both our internal operational learning & research & development work done on cognitive, AI, blockchain, & other IT
based solutions to improve the efficiency & reduce the GHG emissions of our client’s operations. 

iii. Climate-related issues have driven business decisions & activities to further our business strategy.

a. Investment: IBM continues to invest millions of dollars each year to improve energy efficiency or our operations. Capital & expense
were committed to improving & integrating controls systems in our buildings & data center operations to reduce energy use, in data
center & IT equipment consolidation to deliver more work per unit of energy consumed, & improvements in IBM facilities’ & client’s
operations. These energy use reductions in turn reduce the GHG emissions associated with the energy use of IBM & its clients. The
main driver for these investments is the economic benefit of using less energy, but also, the climate change aspect of striving to
continuously reduce our GHG emissions, in part due to increasing cost & regulatory uncertainty around GHG emissions.

b. R&D: IBM invested $5.6 billion in research & development in 2017. A portion of this investment was directed to research that
address climate related issues through increasing the workload delivered or data stored per unit of energy consumed of IBM’s IT
products & data center operations; to develop solutions for clients in the areas of energy storage, renewable electricity forecasting &
deployment, blockchain applications that enabling tracking & assigning energy generation attributes to provide just a few examples.
These research efforts contribute to the creation of solutions that deliver efficiency gains to IBM’s clients, society & the global
economy that enable them to reduce energy or materials use & the associated GHG emissions. As an example, IBM’s Energy,
Environment & Utility Solutions group offers a suite of capabilities for electricity generation & distribution systems. These capabilities
enable detailed monitoring & forecasting of weather, energy demand & output; & integration of intermittent renewable generation
sources into the grid in a reliable manner. In the area of disaster management & operational continuity, we have combined the
weather forecasting capabilities of the Weather Company with analytics & cognitive capability to identify a company’s or government
infrastructure assets that are most at risk from a major weather event to enable advanced response planning. Along with the
economic benefit of using less energy, the climate change aspect influencing these investments is an increase demand for solutions
that help our clients mitigate their climate risks.

iv & v. To date, our short term strategy has been influenced by regulatory changes & business opportunities associated with climate
related 

issues. As society acts to mitigate and adapt to climate change, regulations influencing energy source & material sources, product
material & energy use efficiency, facilities siting & operation requirements can have a greater impact on the businesses of IBM & its
clients. These changing requirements & the business opportunities associated in turn demand IT based solutions which can address
client & regulatory requirements associated with climate-related issues. 
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vi. From a long term strategy perspective (10 years & beyond), IBM has set a GHG emissions reduction goal which establishes a
science based type target, attaining annual emissions reductions aligned with the goal of reducing 2010 global GHG emissions by
80% by 2050 (a 2.3% reduction per year). IBM also evaluates technology trends & focuses its R&D investments to develop the future
IT based solutions need to address the range of society’s challenges including climate-related issues.

vii. Our leadership in analytics, cognitive capabilities & cloud services give us a tactical & strategic competitive advantage as we apply
leading edge technologies to difficult climate related challenges. Solving the challenges of climate change is going to take both
continual improvement in existing systems & transformational change in key systems such as energy generation & transmission,
transportation & buildings. 

viii. The Paris Agreement objectives & requirements validate IBM’s longstanding commitment of providing leadership in combating
climate change, & our strategy & actions, including goal setting, to continually improving our operational efficiency & reducing GHG
emissions. IBM offers solutions to clients across the world, helping them to likewise combat climate change.

C3.1d

(C3.1d) Provide details of your organization’s use of climate-related scenario analysis.

Climate-
related
scenarios

Details

2DS Overall assessment process: In setting its GHG emissions reduction goal, IBM has undertaken a 2 degrees Celsius (2oC) scenario. Under this
scenario, IBM has used the implied metric, which is referenced in various publications, that to keep global temperature rise at 2oC or less in 2100 global
GHG emissions must be reduced against the 2010 baseline by 80% by 2050. This objective translates into a general requirement that overall GHG
emissions associated with the global economy reduce by 2% per year or more through 2050 in order to align with the 2oC scenario. IBM has used this
same metric to assess its GHG reduction goal. The goal was set using the following process: 1. IBM assessed its projected operational energy use for
the term of its current goal (through 2020), the associated GHG emissions from the operational energy use and the necessary actions, focused on the
energy conservation and efficiency actions to drive energy use reductions and improvements and the renewable electricity purchases needed to
achieve a GHG reductions pace of more than 2% per year. Based on the analysis of energy use projections for different operational scenarios and the
range of likely energy conservation/efficiency improvements and increases in renewable electricity procurement achievable within IBM operations, three
energy use scenarios, low, probable and high were defined. Projections were then made on expected CO2 emissions factors for electricity generation
within geographic regions. These were applied to expected energy consumption to determine the range of the likely IBM GHG emissions for the 2020
goal year. Inputs to the assessment: (1) The 5 year trend for energy consumption, renewables purchases and average CO2 electricity emissions
factors by geography (2) Current business plan outlook and technology trends which will drive IBM operational energy consumption (5 year projection),
(3) current and 5 year projection of availability of contracted renewable electricity in countries/locations where IBM operates and (4) projection in
change of electricity grid CO2 emissions factors by geography. Assumptions: (1) grid emissions factors will reduce with time as greater quantity of
renewables are introduced to the grid, (2) opportunities to contract for renewable electricity will increase (3) The performance and capacity of IT
equipment will increase with time, enabling consolidation of existing operations into a smaller energy footprint. Analytic Method Used: To perform our
case study of possible scenarios, an assessment of the range of the projected IBM operational emissions was completed and the most probable
outcome was chosen to set the GHG reduction goal. Based on the MT CO2 reduction projected for the selected goal, a per year GHG emissions
reduction calculation was performed and compared to the 2% per year standard. Percentage reduction checks were also done on the low and high
emissions scenarios to understand the risks involved with attaining the goal. All areas of our organization (both in terms of structure, business units,
operations, and geographies) were considered as part of this analysis, since our strategies, objectives and targets are global and corporate-wide in
nature. The results of our analysis were that IBM’s current GHG emissions reduction goal represented a reduction of more than 2% per year, which is in
alignment with the 2oC scenario, and informed our objectives and strategy by validating it against such scenario analysis. We will conduct a similar
analysis when defining our next generation GHG emissions reduction goal.

C4. Targets and performance

C4.1

(C4.1) Did you have an emissions target that was active in the reporting year?
Absolute target
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C4.1a

(C4.1a) Provide details of your absolute emissions target(s) and progress made against those targets.

Target reference number
Abs 1

Scope
Scope 2 (market-based)

% emissions in Scope
97

% reduction from base year
35

Base year
2005

Start year
2012

Base year emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
2028000

Target year
2020

Is this a science-based target?
Yes, we consider this a science-based target, but this target has not been approved as science-based by the Science-Based
Targets initiative

% achieved (emissions)
42.9

Target status
Underway

Please explain
IBM’s third-generation GHG emissions reduction goal is to reduce emissions associated with IBM’s energy consumption 35% by
2020 against the 2005 baseline, adjusted for divestitures and acquisitions. Achieving the IBM goal requires a 2.3% per year
absolute reduction in GHG emissions over the period of the goal. This is in line with the generally referenced target of an
annualized reduction rate of 2% or higher to meet the goal of maintaining global temperature increases to 2 degrees Celsius or
less.

C4.2

(C4.2) Provide details of other key climate-related targets not already reported in question C4.1/a/b.

Target
Renewable energy consumption

KPI – Metric numerator
To procure 20% of IBM’s global electricity consumption from renewable sources by 2020, over and above the renewable energy
delivered to our facilities by the grid mix in the areas where we operate.

KPI – Metric denominator (intensity targets only)
This is not an intensity target.

Base year
2015

Start year
2015
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Target year
2020

KPI in baseline year
16.2

KPI in target year
20

% achieved in reporting year
100

Target Status
Underway

Please explain
IBM met its renewable energy procurement goal in 2016, when 21.5% of our global electricity purchases and consumption came
from renewable sources. In 2017, 22.9% of IBM’s electricity consumption came from renewable sources. This goal does not have a
baseline and is achieved on a yearly basis.

Part of emissions target
IBM purchases of renewable energy have a direct influence on our GHG emissions reductions.

Is this target part of an overarching initiative?
Other, please specify (1of IBM's strategy toreduceclimateimpact)

Target
Energy usage

KPI – Metric numerator
To conserve energy equivalent to 3.5% if IBM’s total energy consumption per year.

KPI – Metric denominator (intensity targets only)
This is not an intensity target.

Base year
2017

Start year
2017

Target year
2017

KPI in baseline year
4.2

KPI in target year
3.5

% achieved in reporting year
100

Target Status
Underway

Please explain
IBM achieved energy conservation equivalent to 4.2% of its total energy consumption during 2017, exceeding our goal of 3.5%.
This goal does not have a baseline or target year, and is achieved on a yearly basis.

Part of emissions target
IBM’s longstanding energy conservation program has been and continues to be an essential part of our GHG emissions reduction
achievements.

Is this target part of an overarching initiative?
Other, please specify (1of IBM's strategy toreduceclimateimpact)
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C4.3

(C4.3) Did you have emissions reduction initiatives that were active within the reporting year? Note that this can include
those in the planning and/or implementation phases.
Yes

C4.3a

(C4.3a) Identify the total number of projects at each stage of development, and for those in the implementation stages, the
estimated CO2e savings.

Number of projects Total estimated annual CO2e savings in metric tonnes CO2e (only for rows marked *)

Under investigation 0 0

To be implemented* 100 15000

Implementation commenced* 968 27207

Implemented* 1311 36847

Not to be implemented 0 0

C4.3b

(C4.3b) Provide details on the initiatives implemented in the reporting year in the table below.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
Building controls

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
7046

Scope
Scope 1
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
690106

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
3-5 years

Comment
IBM is deploying its Cognitive and Analytics technologies such as the IBM Building Management Center solution, which includes
IBM Building Monitoring and Management solution and analytics programs such as Spark, to increase the energy efficiency of its
own facilities. These tools collect and integrate data from the full range of available building system meters and sensors and applies
analytics to continually minimize energy use in the building and identify anomalies in building operation. Currently 24 major IBM
campuses, encompassing 227 buildings are monitored and managed by this tool. Specific investment information not provided to
protect business confidential information.
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Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
HVAC

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
10249

Scope
Scope 1
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
2405182

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
The Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning and Lighting Systems initiatives will continue to deliver energy and CO2 savings for
many years following the completion of the projects to drive energy efficiency improvements. The IBM team is also implementing
innovative, leading-edge technologies that enable real-time management of energy use. IBM is deploying its Smarter Building
technologies (for example, IBM Building Monitoring and Management Solution) to increase the energy efficiency of its own facilities.
Specific investment information not provided to protect business confidential information.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
Lighting

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
4484

Scope
Scope 1
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1646872

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
Lighting Systems initiatives will continue to deliver energy and CO2 savings for many years following the completion of the projects
drive energy efficiency improvements. Specific investment information not provided to protect business confidential information.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services
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Description of activity
Other, please specify (Data Center Energy Conservation)

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
33949

Scope
Scope 1
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
9312806

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
The Data Center Energy Efficiency initiatives will continue to deliver energy and CO2 savings for many years following the
completion of the projects. Specific investment information not provided to protect business confidential information.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
Other, please specify (Central Utility Plants)

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
5124

Scope
Scope 1
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1324090

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
Central Utility Plant systems, Building System Recommissioning and implementation of real time metering, data collection and
analytic programs specific to IBM CUP operations. Specific investment information not provided to protect business confidential
information.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
Other, please specify (Continuous commissioning)

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
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1281

Scope
Scope 1
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
116838

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
Central Utility Plant systems, Building System Recommissioning and implementation of real time metering, data collection and
analytic programs across the full IBM real estate portfolio. Specific investment information not provided to protect business
confidential information.

Activity type
Other, please specify (Cafeterias, office equipment, projects..)

Description of activity
<Not Applicable>

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
1922

Scope
Scope 1
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
623170

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
3-5 years

Comment
The Other Energy Efficiency initiatives will continue to deliver energy and CO2 savings for many years following the completion of
the project. Specific investment information not provided to protect business confidential information.

Activity type
Low-carbon energy purchase

Description of activity
Other, please specify (Hydro, Biomass, Wind and Solar)

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
275000

Scope
Scope 2 (market-based)
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Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1000000

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
1

Payback period
>25 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
1-2 years

Comment
IBM pays a premium for the majority of its renewable electricity purchases. Specific investment or savings information not provided
to protect business confidential information.

C4.3c

(C4.3c) What methods do you use to drive investment in emissions reduction activities?

Method Comment

Financial optimization
calculations

We prioritize on energy efficiency and conservation projects that meet our internal financial IRR and ROI requirements, and continue to be
successful in identifying them. IBM's commitment to meeting its energy conservation goal, combined with the business returns generated
by conservation projects sustain our ability to have these projects funded and implemented.

Employee engagement IBM promotes a variety of programs to engage employees in achieving energy use and related GHG emission reductions including
publicity campaigns, "best idea" solicitations, personal energy use, software based meters for office employees, and other methods to
encourage employees to identify, propose, and/or implement energy saving and GHG reduction ideas. IBM locations also work with local
transit authorities or use IBM developed software tools to encourage more efficient employee commuting activities including van pooling,
ride sharing, and the use of public transit.

Compliance with
regulatory
requirements/standards

IBM makes the requisite investments to meet or exceed requirements of applicable regulations or meaningful standards. UK’s Carbon
Reduction Commitment is a regulatory example. ENERGY STAR program is an example of a meaningful standard. IBM also anticipates
and proactively addresses emerging requirements through its product development processes to improve product and service energy
efficiency with the objective of competitively positioning the company in the marketplace.

Partnering with
governments on
technology
development

IBM has partnered with governments around the globe on the development and implementation of innovative solar electricity generation
systems, development of technologies and IT based solutions to improve the efficiency of built infrastructure, the use of high performance
computers to analyze climate and energy challenges, development of IT based electric grid management systems to facilitate the
integration of EV charging stations and distributed, renewable energy generation into the grid infrastructure, development of innovative
data center power and cooling infrastructures, and other projects which drive energy efficient technology development.

Internal finance
mechanisms

Within IBM, Corporate Environmental Affairs staff, Finance, and business units collaborate to execute a cross functional business process
that identifies energy conservation projects which need support and involvement from multiple business units to enable them to be
competitive for capital funding.

Other IBM organizations make use of energy efficiency incentives, grants, and tax incentives offered by governments, utilities, and energy
efficiency utilities to improve the financial viability of projects and justify co-funding to implement energy conservation projects which might
not otherwise meet internal IRR or ROI requirements.

C4.5

(C4.5) Do you classify any of your existing goods and/or services as low-carbon products or do they enable a third party to
avoid GHG emissions?
Yes

C4.5a

(C4.5a) Provide details of your products and/or services that you classify as low-carbon products or that enable a third party
to avoid GHG emissions.
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Level of aggregation
Group of products

Description of product/Group of products
IBM Server Products: IBM offers Power® Systems and Z series servers that can deliver the most workload for unit of energy
consumed of any server when the system is configured to achieve maximum utilizations of up to 70 percent (Power) and 85 percent
(IBM Z). Power Systems also offer EnergyScale™ power management capabilities, which reduce server energy use by 25 to 65%
at reduced workloads. Use of power management can save between 0.3 & 1 kwh/day with a scope 2 emissions reduction of 1.3-3.8
MT CO2/yr/server. A data center running 100 servers avoids 130 to 380 MT of CO2/yr. IBM Power Systems servers can make
material improvements in the efficiency of data center operations. One client deployed two S824 and one E870 server to replace its
legacy IT infrastructure and ERP system. The Power servers reduced the number of physical servers required compared to
competitive offerings. Assuming that the IBM offering used 70 MWh/year of electricity and use 40% less energy than the
competitor’s offer, the Power installation saves 47 MWh/year and avoids 18 MT CO2 emissions/year. The system upgrade also
delivered 73 to 83 percent better performance to improve customer service and internal administrative processing times. Another
client upgraded their server systems to a Power8 platform, reducing the number of servers needed to support their workload by
50%. Assuming that the client replaced 20 servers at 3.5 MHh/server/year in energy consumption and a .39 MT CO2/MWh grid
emissions factor, the client reduced energy consumption by 70 MWh per year, with an attendant reduction of 27 MT CO2
emissions. The IBM z14 server, released in 2017, delivers 23% more work per kw consumed than the z13. Given this
improvement, (4) z14 servers can do the work of (5) z13 servers, saving 175 MWh/year and 70 MT CO2/year. Similar productivity
and energy efficiency improvements can be achieved across the thousands of IBM server systems that IBM sells each year.

Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions?
Avoided emissions

Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions
Evaluating the carbon-reducing impacts of ICT

% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year
0.01

Comment
Specific revenue and R& D investment information is not provided to protect business confidential information. IBM did invest $5.8
billion in research and development activities in 2017 (IBM annual report) and a portion of this investment went to technologies and
solutions which enable clients to become more efficient and reduce their GHG emissions. The percent of revenue for low carbon
products is an estimate and is not determinant.

Level of aggregation
Group of products

Description of product/Group of products
IBM Storage products: Storage systems utilizing capacity optimization methods, higher capacity storage devices and tiering tools
can significantly reduce the energy and space use of next generation storage solutions. IBM has also continued to expand its
software-defined Spectrum Scale™ storage offerings, which enable storage automation and virtualization in both traditional and
cloud environments. Spectrum Scale storage enables the reduction of storage energy consumption and costs through data
consolidation and the use of data placement technologies to optimize the use of available storage devices, including tape storage.
The ultimate outcome is to maximize the amount of data stored on a minimum number of storage products, in turn minimizing
energy use. Storage systems client solutions: One client, a provider of marketing as a service solutions, implemented IBM
Spectrum Accelerate on IBM Cloud to deliver a high availability, easily expandable, enterprise storage solution for its clients.
Application performance was increased by 15 to 20% while hardware requirements and operating expenses, including energy cost,
were reduced by up to 60%. Assuming that the original energy consumption was 50 MWh/year, 30 MWh/year of energy use and 12
MT CO2 emission per year were avoided. ` Another client consolidated six full floor tiles of storage racks into a just 2U of a single
rack consolidating their data onto an IBM FlashSystem 900 storage, reducing energy use by over 80% for those operations.
Assuming 10 kW rack, the solution reduced energy use by 420 MWh/year and avoided 164 MT CO2/year. The FlashSystem
storage was integrated with IBM XIV and Storwize products using IBM Spectrum virtualize to enable significant data compression
and optimization of data storage across the hardware products. This enables the client team to achieve sub-millisecond response
times, improving the productivity of their medical staff. Similar productivity and energy efficiency improvements can be achieved
across the thousands of IBM storage systems that IBM sells each year.

Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions?
Avoided emissions

Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions
Evaluating the carbon-reducing impacts of ICT

% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year
0.01
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Comment
Specific revenue and R& D investment information is not provided to protect business confidential information. IBM did invest $5.8
billion in research and development activities in 2017 (IBM annual report) and a portion of this investment went to technologies and
solutions which enable clients to become more efficient and reduce their GHG emissions. The percent of revenue for low carbon
products is an estimate and is not determinant.

Level of aggregation
Group of products

Description of product/Group of products
IBM Cognitive & Analytics offerings enable clients to implement systems management of activities such as logistics, water systems,
traffic systems, utility grids, & other processes & infrastructures to optimize activity flows & minimize resource use. The IBM energy
management & data center teams leverage analytics-based monitoring to minimize energy use & optimize operating performance
at many locations. By looking at the whole data set through a single lens, the IBM Smarter Buildings solution provides early
identification of individual faults & broader patterns & root causes. Overall, the solution saves 5 to 15 percent of the overall energy
operating costs at the locations & buildings where it is used. In 2017, IBM continued to install its Smarter Buildings solution at IBM-
managed locations, deploying the solution at 72 additional buildings. In addition, the energy management team increased the out of
specification situations that can be identified & corrected by 20% to increase the solution’s systems & operations coverage. Annual
energy savings achieved in 2017 were 35,000 MWh, 20% of IBM’s total 2017 energy conservation savings. This solution has been
deployed by a client, who was able to identify energy reduction opportunities equivalent to 18% of their current consumption. Other
clients would be expected to achieve similar results. IBM is working with utilities & governments on projects which utilize smart
meters, energy storage, demand response, & renewable generation forecasting to reduce peak electricity demand & better
integrate renewable generation into the power grid. IBM is working with two utilities to implement grid management software which
can improve the utilization of renewable generation assets by 5 to 10%. Assuming a 200 MW wind farm with an average utilization
of 45%, a 10% improvement in utilization corresponds to 20 MW of capacity, which is 175,000 MWH/year of increased production.
Assuming replacement of coal generation at 1.2 MT CO2/ MWH, CO2 emissions would be reduced by 210,000 MT CO2/year. IBM
is applying its IT expertise in cognitive & analytics tools & software & systems, to provide energy efficiency & avoided CO2
emissions solutions for its clients across a full range of business & process types.

Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions?
Avoided emissions

Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions
Evaluating the carbon-reducing impacts of ICT

% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year
0.01

Comment
Specific revenue and R& D investment information is not provided to protect business confidential information. IBM did invest $5.8
billion in research and development activities in 2017 (IBM annual report) and a portion of this investment went to technologies and
solutions which enable clients to become more efficient and reduce their GHG emissions. The percent of revenue for low carbon
products is an estimate and is not determinant.

C5. Emissions methodology

C5.1
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(C5.1) Provide your base year and base year emissions (Scopes 1 and 2).

Scope 1

Base year start
January 1 2005

Base year end
December 31 2005

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
196000

Comment
These are the emissions associated with IBM’s use of fossil fuels for its operations, in accordance with IBM’s operational CO2
emissions reduction goal.

Scope 2 (location-based)

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment
Our scope 2 (location-based) baseline is irrelevant since IBM’s GHG emissions reduction goals are measured against the market-
based methodology. These are the emissions associated with IBM’s use of electricity and purchased commodities, adjusted for the
use of renewable energy (accounted as zero-carbon electricity), in accordance with IBM’s operational CO2 emissions reduction
goal.

Scope 2 (market-based)

Base year start
January 1 2005

Base year end
December 31 2005

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
1832000

Comment
These are the emissions associated with IBM’s use of electricity and purchased commodities, adjusted for the use of renewable
energy (accounted as zero-carbon electricity), in accordance with IBM’s operational CO2 emissions reduction goal.

C5.2

(C5.2) Select the name of the standard, protocol, or methodology you have used to collect activity data and calculate Scope
1 and Scope 2 emissions.
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard (Revised Edition)

C6. Emissions data

C6.1
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(C6.1) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 1 emissions in metric tons CO2e?

Row 1

Gross global Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e)
124901

End-year of reporting period
<Not Applicable>

Comment
These emissions include the emissions associated with IBM’s use of fossil fuels for its operations and transportation, and releases
of other greenhouse gases, such as chemicals used for refrigeration, manufacturing and semiconductor research.

C6.2

(C6.2) Describe your organization’s approach to reporting Scope 2 emissions.

Row 1

Scope 2, location-based
We are reporting a Scope 2, location-based figure

Scope 2, market-based
We are reporting a Scope 2, market-based figure

Comment
In our external reporting (IBM and the Environment report) we also provide a figure according to the “IBM-method”, which is the
methodology that IBM has been using to track progress toward its CO2 emissions reduction goal well before the location-based
and market-based methodologies where conceived by The Greenhouse Gas Protocol. The IBM-method is a slightly different
version of the market-based methodology, and the results of both methodologies differ by less than +/- 0.5%, which is considered to
be within rounding error. This validates IBM’s own and early GHG accounting methodology.

C6.3

(C6.3) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 2 emissions in metric tons CO2e?

Row 1

Scope 2, location-based
1371616

Scope 2, market-based (if applicable)
1076882

End-year of reporting period
<Not Applicable>

Comment
These emissions are calculated from the electricity and purchased commodities (steam, hot water and chilled water) consumed,
according to the methodologies provided by The Greenhouse Gas Protocol. For reference, our 2017 scope 2 emissions as
calculated with the IBM-method are 1,073,856 metric tons of CO2e. This is only 0.3% less than our scope 2 (market-based)
emissions.

C6.4

(C6.4) Are there any sources (e.g. facilities, specific GHGs, activities, geographies, etc.) of Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions
that are within your selected reporting boundary which are not included in your disclosure?
No
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C6.5

(C6.5) Account for your organization’s Scope 3 emissions, disclosing and explaining any exclusions.

Purchased goods and services

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e
257000

Emissions calculation methodology
These are the emissions associated with IBM data center operations in 3rd party co-location space. The emissions are calculated
by multiplying the electricity consumed by these data centers in third party co-location space times the location specific emissions
factor for that location.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
100

Explanation
Some of IBM's data center operations are located in third party co-location space. IBM maintains an inventory of their electricity use
and uses that inventory to calculate the CO2 emissions associated with electricity consumption for IBM operations at these
locations. This scope 3 category has been selected for the IBM Cloud data center operations in co-location facilities because this
purchase is more than a lease for space. We are procuring energy and facilities services, as well as the data center space, from the
landlord. As such, it is appropriate to include this in the purchased services category. IBM does not intend to attempt to quantify
scope 3 emissions from other suppliers, as there are no effective, accurate methodologies to calculate or allocate those emissions
and those emissions are more correctly treated as the scope 1 and scope 2 emissions of IBM’s suppliers.

Capital goods

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
No calculation was performed.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
IBM has no plans to attempt to estimate embedded emissions associated with its purchase of capital goods. There is no rational
basis on which to estimate or report the embedded emissions of our purchased capital equipment. This item would require gross
assumptions to estimate the product level embedded GHG estimates for building materials, IT equipment, etc. This data is not
available in any form that has any validity or basis in reality.
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Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scope 1 or 2)

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e
40000

Emissions calculation methodology
Lease Vehicle Emission Calculation: IBM car fleet data related to vehicle make and model, term and mileage, fuel type and fuel
consumption are collected through our lease vehicle suppliers. All reported vehicles have been active at least one day during the
reporting year and only the reporting year's mileage is reported. In some cases, the CO2 emissions associated with the lease car
use are supplied directly by our suppliers. In all other cases, we calculate the CO2 emissions based on the car and fuel type,
dividing the mileage traveled by average mile per gallon for the car type and then calculating the CO2 emissions using the
appropriate fuel emission factor.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
100

Explanation
In some countries, certain IBM employees are provided vehicles through a lease program. These vehicles may be used for
business purposes as well as for personal use. Reported mileage is apportioned 25% to business use (reported under our scope 1
emissions), 25% to employee commute, and 50% to personal use in leisure. The emissions reported here represent the 75% of the
emissions from personal use and commuting. IBM continues its effort to move to more fuel-efficient lease vehicles by setting
guidelines for smaller engines with lower emissions for vehicles that are offered to employees under this program. IBM does not
intend to attempt to quantify scope 3 emissions from other suppliers, as there are no effective, accurate methodologies to calculate
or allocate those emissions and those emissions are more correctly treated as the scope 1 and scope 2 emissions of IBM’s
suppliers.

Upstream transportation and distribution

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
No calculation was performed.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
IBM's upstream suppliers manage their own logistics / shipping operations. There are a large number of suppliers and locations
from which parts and components are sourced. It is appropriate that our suppliers managed transportation and packaging of
components and parts to IBM as they are doing the same for multiple customers. Through its Worldwide Packaging Engineering
organization, IBM focuses on working with our suppliers to reduce packaging volume and weight to make shipping more efficient by
helping our suppliers improve their packaging, reducing the use of materials and fuel and reducing costs. Please see the discussion
under Purchased Goods and Services; and the Protective Product packaging sections of the IBM Environmental Report for further
explanation of our methodology and position.

Waste generated in operations

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
No calculation was performed.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
IBM does not intend to estimate GHG emissions associated with waste disposal because there is no rational basis for credible
assumptions, let alone generating an estimate. IBM has and publishes goals for hazardous waste reduction and recycling of non-
hazardous wastes generated in its operations. IBM focuses its efforts on making its operations more efficient to reduce waste
generation and increase recycling. These efforts deliver demonstrable emissions reductions. Please see the discussion under the
Pollution Prevention section of the IBM Environmental Report for further discussion.
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Business travel

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e
459000

Emissions calculation methodology
These are the emissions from business air travel on commercial carriers and car rentals. The CO2 emissions from rental cars are
directly provided by our suppliers, who multiply mileage driven by CO2 emission factor from the vehicle manufacturers to estimate
total emissions. The CO2 emissions calculation for air travel is based on European standards as outlined in UNECE/EMEP
Emission Inventory Guidebook (SNAP/CORINAIR). Fuel burn (in kg) is per aircraft and total is a combination of LTO activities (taxi,
take out, take off, climb out) and CCD activities (climb, cruise, descent, approach, landing, taxi in). Methodology used for airline
combustion tables: 1. Total amount of fuel used (in kilo tonnes) 2. Total number of LTO activities per aircraft (for each aircraft type
fuel use factor is used) 3. Total number of CCD (subtracting total amount of fuel for LTO from total amount of fuel used) 4.
Calculating emissions from LTO activities per aircraft type (number of LTOs for each aircraft type is multiplied by the emission
factor related to the particular aircraft type and pollutant) 5. Calculating emissions from CCD activities using the corresponding
emission factor for the most common aircraft types used. 6. Calculating total emissions for LTO and CCD activities CO2 calculation:
CO2 emissions / fuel burn ratio = 3.15 kg CO2/ kg fuel. Emissions are allocated per seat.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
100

Explanation
This item reports CO2 emission associated with IBM's airline travel and use of rental cars.

Employee commuting

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e
127000

Emissions calculation methodology
IBM estimates its CO2 emissions from employee commuters in the United States. This estimate was made using the WRI
Combustion Calculator Tool, version 2.3 and the following assumptions: traditional employees commuted 235 days a year; mobile
employees commuted 141 days a year; and home office employees commuted 47 days a year; with an average round trip of 25.4
miles using total vehicle distance traveled in miles; vehicle type (passenger car - gasoline - Year 2005 to present; CO2 emission
factor of 0.392 MT CO2/1000 miles).

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
100

Explanation
Estimates of IBM commuter travel in the United States. This figure was calculating using IBM internal data on employee work type
assignments and assumptions about the frequency with which the different work types drive to the office or a customer location.
CO2 emissions were calculated by multiplying estimated commuter mileage times the appropriate emission factors.

Upstream leased assets

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
Not relevant.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
IBM does not have a significant inventory of upstream leased assets.
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Downstream transportation and distribution

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
No calculation was performed.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
Logistics and shipping activities directly supporting IBM's operations are managed by a 4PL (4th party logistics) provider. IBM's
logistic operations are too widely dispersed across geographies, shippers and consolidated loads to allow credible estimates of
CO2 emissions. For this reason, IBM does not presently have plans to try to determine the mileage, weight and GHG emissions
associated with the transport of parts and components between suppliers and IBM's manufacturing and assembly locations. We do
work to maximize the efficiency of our logistics operations for activities we can control. In 2017, 96 percent of IBM’s spending on
shipments of goods within the United States and from the U.S. to Canada and Mexico went through a SmartWay logistics provider.
The remaining 4 percent are largely local carriers hired for local or one-off deliveries or support at an operating facility. IBM also
voluntarily applies specific SmartWay requirements to its distribution operations globally. IBM has a packaging engineering
organization which designs and/or improve the efficiencies of packaging for IBM products and packaging used to move components
to IBM product assembly locations. These engineering efforts have reduced packaging volume and weight to make shipping more
efficient by increasing shipping density. Efficient packaging also results from collaboration with the product design teams to
increase product ruggedness and through the use of lighter, more environmentally preferable packaging materials. All these results
effectively reduce the CO2 emissions associated with product shipment, in addition to the direct reductions in packaging materials.
The IBM Worldwide Packaging Engineering organization boasts a decades-long record of continually improving packaging
solutions to reduce shipping weight and packaging volume and sharing our knowledge with our supplier network. Descriptions of
these projects can be found in the IBM Environmental report in the Protective Product Packaging section.

Processing of sold products

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
No calculation was performed.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
IBM divested virtually all operations that produce products for subsequent processing during 2015 as the result of the sale of its
semiconductor manufacturing operations.
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Use of sold products

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e
380000

Emissions calculation methodology
Reporting Annual Estimated Emissions Associated with Products SOLD in 2017: IMPORTANT: The reported number only
estimates the annual quantity of power used by products sold by IBM in 2017 and only reflect the stated assumptions. It does NOT
include emissions of the entirety of our product installed base. The total estimated emissions are Metric Tons of CO2. Assumptions:
1. Scope: server and storage systems sold by IBM in 2017. 2. Maximum name plate power an average maximum name plate
power use is assigned to each machine type. 3. Actual power use estimate: The assigned maximum power is discounted,
considering the many product configurations that are sold and the fact that systems do not operate in a fully loaded mode at all
times. 4. Cooling requirements: a. It is assumed that for every watt of power required to run a server or storage system, 0.5 watts of
power is required for cooling. 5. Operating requirements: Servers and storage systems run 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365
days per year. 6. The GHG emissions factor for electricity is 0.39 Metric Tons CO2 per MWH. Estimated annual CO2 emissions
during use phase of servers and storage systems sold in 2017: multiply the following: Number of Units sold in 2017; 0.39 MT
CO2/MWh consumed; Discount factor; assigned average maximum name plate power; 8,760 hours of operation in 2016, Power
Use Effectiveness factor of 1.5.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
0

Explanation
IBM does not believe there is meaningful value to estimating and reporting downstream emissions associated with product use.
Installed base quantity, configuration differences, customer use patterns, differences in applications, and the very different
electricity CO2 emissions factor depending on where the electricity is sourced make any calculation highly uncertain at best.
Environmental impacts, including energy requirements during the use phase of a product should be evaluated in the design
process. Careful evaluation of the use conditions and the power or fuel use will allow the designers to determine which hardware
components and functions offer opportunities for reduced energy use and should be prioritized for improvements in energy
efficiency. Moreover, the emission calculated for the products we sell become our client's scope 1 and scope 2 emissions. Since
the ultimate goal for climate protection is for global societies to achieve demonstrable reductions in actual GHG emissions, we
believe real results in GHG emissions reduction are directly achieved when each enterprise takes responsibility to address its own
emissions and improve its energy efficiency.

End of life treatment of sold products

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
No calculation was performed.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
IBM does not attempt to estimate GHG emissions associated with disposal of its products at end of life. There is no accepted
standard or practice for how to determine when a product (in particular non consumer products) will reach end of life or the ways it
will be reused and recycled. There are too many variables and too much uncertainty in establishing assumptions and the analysis
to generate credible scope 3 data associated with product disposal. IBM focuses its resources on its product design activities to
make systems upgrade-able and easy for of disassembly, to allow components to be reused or recycled at end of life, to minimize
energy use over the life of the product, and to enable product end of life recycling. In 2017, IBM's Product End-of-Life Management
(PELM) operations worldwide processed approx. 26,500 metric tons of end-of-life products and product waste. IBM's PELM
operations reused or recycled approximately 96 percent of the total amount of product and product waste they processed and only
0.7% of the total processed material went to land fill. The remainder was incinerated for energy recovery.
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Downstream leased assets

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
Not relevant.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
IBM does lease equipment to clients. These emissions are included in the use of sold products.

Franchises

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
Not relevant.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
IBM does not operate franchises.

Investments

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
Not relevant.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
IBM's scope 3 emissions result from supplier activities and purchases to support its direct operations. IBM does not make
significant investment outside of its own operations.

Other (upstream)

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
Not relevant.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
There are no other upstream scope 3 emissions categories associated with IBM operations.
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Other (downstream)

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology
Not relevant.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
There are no other downstream scope 3 emissions categories associated with IBM operations.

C6.7

(C6.7) Are carbon dioxide emissions from biologically sequestered carbon relevant to your organization?
No

C6.10
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(C6.10) Describe your gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions for the reporting year in metric tons CO2e per unit
currency total revenue and provide any additional intensity metrics that are appropriate to your business operations.

Intensity figure
0.00001519

Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions)
1201783

Metric denominator
unit total revenue

Metric denominator: Unit total
79139000000

Scope 2 figure used
Market-based

% change from previous year
5.9

Direction of change
Decreased

Reason for change
The change was driven by a 6.8% decrease in CO2 emissions for IBM's operations in 2017 and a 1.0% decrease in revenue. Key
drivers for the decrease in emissions were our energy conservation actions, e.g. the use of smart building controls at IBM facilities
for building energy efficiency, virtualization of IT workload and other energy conservation and efficiency projects, and use of
renewable energy. IBM uses absolute metrics instead of intensity metrics (whether based on activity, production, financials, etc.) to
measure its CO2 emissions reduction. IBM has diverse business activities & no one single indexed metric appropriately
characterizes our programs & progress. (1) IBM has many facilities which support more than one operation including but not limited
to software labs, consulting services, data center operations, data center services, hardware design, hardware manufacturing & for
the first half of 2015, also semiconductor manufacturing. There is no effective methodology to segregate operations or to allocate
the overhead energy use associated with centralized activities. (2) IBM’s operations are not able to be divided into neatly
differentiated “unit operations” for which an activity related metric would make sense. (3) The majority of IBM activities are based on
knowledge transfer including but not limited to research, software labs, consulting services, hardware design, & data center
services. For these operations, an activity related intensity is merely a measure of the efficiency of the office space & the number of
people who work at home or are mobile. The true measure of worth is the energy efficiency offered through the services & products
offered by IBM. (4) For IT hardware manufacturing & assembly, various parts of component manufacturing & assembly are
subcontracted. Individual facilities make a multitude of products for a multitude of customers. An activity related metric provides no
insight into the efficiency or attributes of the manufacturing processes. We do not believe an increase or decrease in an intensity
metrics provide a meaningful correlation between IBM's emissions & activities given the diversity of our business & where / how our
businesses are conducted. This notwithstanding, IBM is committed to climate protection, supported by goals & programs &
demonstrated by results.

C7. Emissions breakdowns

C7.1

(C7.1) Does your organization have greenhouse gas emissions other than carbon dioxide?
Yes

C7.1a
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(C7.1a) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by greenhouse gas type and provide the source of each used
greenhouse warming potential (GWP).

Greenhouse gas Scope 1 emissions (metric tons of CO2e) GWP Reference

CO2 111807 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year)

HFCs 10857 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year)

PFCs 612 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year)

SF6 1120 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year)

Other, please specify (Heat transfer fluids) 505 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year)

C7.2

(C7.2) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by country/region.

Country/Region Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Asia Pacific (or JAPA) 6921

Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) 12379

Latin America (LATAM) 1709

North America 103892

C7.3

(C7.3) Indicate which gross global Scope 1 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.
Please select

C7.5

(C7.5) Break down your total gross global Scope 2 emissions by country/region.

Country/Region Scope 2, location-
based (metric tons
CO2e)

Scope 2, market-
based (metric tons
CO2e)

Purchased and consumed
electricity, heat, steam or
cooling (MWh)

Purchased and consumed low-carbon electricity, heat,
steam or cooling accounted in market-based approach
(MWh)

Asia Pacific (or
JAPA)

390853 375666 36515 19750

Europe, Middle
East and Africa
(EMEA)

359791 175744 137678 572912

Latin America
(LATAM)

63642 39859 0 48788

North America 557330 485613 72604 137409

C7.6

(C7.6) Indicate which gross global Scope 2 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.
Please select

C7.9
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(C7.9) How do your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined) for the reporting year compare to those of the
previous reporting year?
Decreased

C7.9a

(C7.9a) Identify the reasons for any change in your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined) and for each of them
specify how your emissions compare to the previous year.

Change in
emissions
(metric
tons
CO2e)

Direction
of change

Emissions
value
(percentage)

Please explain calculation

Change in
renewable
energy
consumption

18114 Decreased 1.4 In 2016, IBM procured 21.5 percent of its electricity from renewable sources. In 2017, IBM procured 22.9
percent of its electricity from renewable sources. YTY, this represents an increase of 1.4%, which in turn
represents approximately 48,000 MWh of proportional increase in renewable electricity use for IBM
operations. Using IBM's average emission factor of 0.38 metric tons of CO2 per MWh, this equates to the
avoidance of 18,240 metric tons of CO2. 22.9% renewables (2017) - 21.5 renewables (2016) = 1.4% year-to-
year increase. 1.4% YTY increase * 3,404,842 MWh = 47,668 MWh 47,668 MWh * 0.38 MT CO2/MWh =
18,114 MT CO2 IBM's 2016 scope 1 and 2 emissions were 1,289,496 MT. 18,114 MT CO2 / 1,289,496 MT
CO2 = 1.4%

Other
emissions
reduction
activities

64054 Decreased 5 Energy conservation projects implemented by IBM during 2017 yielded the avoidance of 64,054 MT of CO2.
IBM's 2016 scope 1 and 2 emissions were 1,289,496 MT. (64,054 MT / 1,289,496 MT)*100% = 5.0%.

Divestment 0 No change 0 IBM's emissions where not significantly impacted by divestitures, acquisitions or mergers during 2017.

Acquisitions 0 No change 0 IBM's emissions where not significantly impacted by divestitures, acquisitions or mergers during 2017.

Mergers 0 No change 0 IBM's emissions where not significantly impacted by divestitures, acquisitions or mergers during 2017.

Change in
output

5545 Decreased 0.4 Decrease in energy consumption and CO2 emissions from changing operations in various business unit
operations across IBM, such as data center closures resulting from data center consolidation and
virtualization of IT workload, resulted in further GHG emissions reduction.

Change in
methodology

0 No change 0 There was no change in methodology from 2016 to 2017.

Change in
boundary

0 No change 0 There was no change in boundary from 2016 to 2017.

Change in
physical
operating
conditions

0 No change 0 There was no change in physical operating conditions from 2016 to 2017.

Unidentified 0 No change 0 Not relevant.

Other 0 No change 0 Not relevant.

C7.9b

(C7.9b) Are your emissions performance calculations in C7.9 and C7.9a based on a location-based Scope 2 emissions figure
or a market-based Scope 2 emissions figure?
Location-based

C8. Energy

C8.1
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(C8.1) What percentage of your total operational spend in the reporting year was on energy?
More than 0% but less than or equal to 5%

C8.2

(C8.2) Select which energy-related activities your organization has undertaken.

Indicate whether your organization undertakes this energy-related activity

Consumption of fuel (excluding feedstocks) Yes

Consumption of purchased or acquired electricity Yes

Consumption of purchased or acquired heat Yes

Consumption of purchased or acquired steam Yes

Consumption of purchased or acquired cooling Yes

Generation of electricity, heat, steam, or cooling Yes

C8.2a

(C8.2a) Report your organization’s energy consumption totals (excluding feedstocks) in MWh.

Heating value MWh from renewable
sources

MWh from non-renewable
sources

Total
MWh

Consumption of fuel (excluding feedstock) HHV (higher heating
value)

0 540882 540882

Consumption of purchased or acquired electricity <Not Applicable> 778859 2625983 3404842

Consumption of purchased or acquired heat <Not Applicable> 0 54128 54128

Consumption of purchased or acquired steam <Not Applicable> 0 983 983

Consumption of purchased or acquired cooling <Not Applicable> 0 191686 191686

Consumption of self-generated non-fuel renewable
energy

<Not Applicable> 0 <Not Applicable> 0

Total energy consumption <Not Applicable> 778859 3413662 4192521

C8.2b

(C8.2b) Select the applications of your organization’s consumption of fuel.

Indicate whether your organization undertakes this fuel application

Consumption of fuel for the generation of electricity Yes

Consumption of fuel for the generation of steam No

Consumption of fuel for the generation of cooling No

Consumption of fuel for co-generation or tri-generation No

C8.2c

(C8.2c) State how much fuel in MWh your organization has consumed (excluding feedstocks) by fuel type.

Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
Diesel

Heating value
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HHV (higher heating value)

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
18304

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
18304

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
Fuel Oil Number 2

Heating value
HHV (higher heating value)

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
32339

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
Fuel Oil Number 6

Heating value
HHV (higher heating value)

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
41877

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
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Kerosene

Heating value
HHV (higher heating value)

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
45127

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)

Heating value
HHV (higher heating value)

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
697

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
Natural Gas

Heating value
HHV (higher heating value)

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
331546

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
331546

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>
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Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
Motor Gasoline

Heating value
HHV (higher heating value)

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
70993

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

C8.2d

(C8.2d) List the average emission factors of the fuels reported in C8.2c.

Diesel

Emission factor
0.07396

Unit
metric tons CO2e per million Btu

Emission factor source
The Climate Registry Default Emission Factors

Comment

Fuel Oil Number 2

Emission factor
0.07396

Unit
metric tons CO2e per million Btu

Emission factor source
The Climate Registry Default Emission Factors

Comment

Fuel Oil Number 6

Emission factor
0.0751

Unit
metric tons CO2e per million Btu

Emission factor source
The Climate Registry Default Emission Factors

Comment
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Kerosene

Emission factor
0.0752

Unit
metric tons CO2e per million Btu

Emission factor source
The Climate Registry Default Emission Factors

Comment

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)

Emission factor
0.06298

Unit
metric tons CO2e per million Btu

Emission factor source
The Climate Registry Default Emission Factors

Comment

Motor Gasoline

Emission factor
8.78

Unit
kg CO2e per gallon

Emission factor source
The Climate Registry Default Emission Factors

Comment

Natural Gas

Emission factor
0.05302

Unit
metric tons CO2e per million Btu

Emission factor source
The Climate Registry Default Emission Factors

Comment

C8.2e

(C8.2e) Provide details on the electricity, heat, steam, and cooling your organization has generated and consumed in the
reporting year.

Total Gross
generation (MWh)

Generation that is consumed by the
organization (MWh)

Gross generation from
renewable sources (MWh)

Generation from renewable sources that is
consumed by the organization (MWh)

Electricity 4191 4191 0 0

Heat 265237 265237 0 0

Steam 0 0 0 0

Cooling 0 0 0 0
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C8.2f

(C8.2f) Provide details on the electricity, heat, steam and/or cooling amounts that were accounted for at a low-carbon
emission factor in the market-based Scope 2 figure reported in C6.3.

Basis for applying a low-carbon emission factor
Contract with suppliers or utilities ( e.g. green tariff), supported by energy attribute certificates

Low-carbon technology type
Solar PV
Wind
Hydropower
Biomass (including biogas)

MWh consumed associated with low-carbon electricity, heat, steam or cooling
675391

Emission factor (in units of metric tons CO2e per MWh)
0

Comment
These purchases are largely the result of green tariff purchases made from regulated utilities and retail energy suppliers and were
supplied to and consumed by IBM operating facilities. We have received and reviewed RECs, Guarantees of Origin, or other
equivalent documentation that support the zero-emissions environmental attribute of these electricity purchases, in accordance to
the Scope 2 Guidance RECs Quality Criteria.

Basis for applying a low-carbon emission factor
Contract with suppliers or utilities (e.g. green tariff), not supported by energy attribute certificates

Low-carbon technology type
Hydropower

MWh consumed associated with low-carbon electricity, heat, steam or cooling
86491

Emission factor (in units of metric tons CO2e per MWh)
0

Comment
The purchases were part of a governmental program to incentivize procurement of hydropower without the issuance of RECs.
These purchases were made in the US and Brazil.

Basis for applying a low-carbon emission factor
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) without energy attribute certificates

Low-carbon technology type
Solar PV

MWh consumed associated with low-carbon electricity, heat, steam or cooling
16977

Emission factor (in units of metric tons CO2e per MWh)
0

Comment
These purchases were conducted in a geography without a REC tracking mechanism, hence the RECs cannot be issued nor
redeemed by any official entity. These are from Solar purchases in India.

C9. Additional metrics
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C9.1

(C9.1) Provide any additional climate-related metrics relevant to your business.

C10. Verification

C10.1

(C10.1) Indicate the verification/assurance status that applies to your reported emissions.

Verification/assurance status

Scope 1 Third-party verification or assurance process in place

Scope 2 (location-based or market-based) Third-party verification or assurance process in place

Scope 3 Third-party verification or assurance process in place

C10.1a

(C10.1a) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 1 and/or Scope 2 emissions and
attach the relevant statements.

Scope
Scope 1

Verification or assurance cycle in place
Annual process

Status in the current reporting year
Complete

Type of verification or assurance
Limited assurance

Attach the statement
IBM_GHG_Verification_2017.pdf

Page/ section reference
Pages 1-2.

Relevant standard
ISO14064-3

Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)
100

Scope
Scope 2 location-based

Verification or assurance cycle in place
Annual process

Status in the current reporting year
Complete

Type of verification or assurance
Limited assurance

Attach the statement
IBM_GHG_Verification_2017.pdf
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Page/ section reference
Pages 1-2.

Relevant standard
ISO14064-3

Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)
100

Scope
Scope 2 market-based

Verification or assurance cycle in place
Annual process

Status in the current reporting year
Complete

Type of verification or assurance
Limited assurance

Attach the statement
IBM_GHG_Verification_2017.pdf

Page/ section reference
Pages 1-2.

Relevant standard
ISO14064-3

Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)
100

C10.1b

(C10.1b) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 3 emissions and attach the relevant
statements.

Scope
Scope 3- at least one applicable category

Verification or assurance cycle in place
Annual process

Status in the current reporting year
Complete

Attach the statement
IBM_GHG_Verification_2017.pdf

Page/section reference
The scope 3 audit addresses the process that IBM uses to estimate selected scope 3 categories – purchased goods and services,
business travel, commuter (US only), fuel and energy related activities and use of sold product for one year. It does not provide an
assurance for the quantities of emissions. The calculation of the emissions quantities are subject to a broad range of assumptions.

Relevant standard
ISO14064-3

C10.2
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(C10.2) Do you verify any climate-related information reported in your CDP disclosure other than the emissions figures
reported in C6.1, C6.3, and C6.5?
No, we do not verify any other climate-related information reported in our CDP disclosure

C11. Carbon pricing

C11.1

(C11.1) Are any of your operations or activities regulated by a carbon pricing system (i.e. ETS, Cap & Trade or Carbon Tax)?
Yes

C11.1a

(C11.1a) Select the carbon pricing regulation(s) which impacts your operations.
EU ETS

C11.1b

(C11.1b) Complete the following table for each of the emissions trading systems in which you participate.

EU ETS

% of Scope 1 emissions covered by the ETS
0.01

Period start date
January 1 2017

Period end date
December 31 2017

Allowances allocated
841

Allowances purchased
0

Verified emissions in metric tons CO2e
841

Details of ownership
Facilities we operate but do not own

Comment
The EU ETS has had minimal impact on the operating costs at the 3 covered facilities in the United Kingdom. Because fuel usage is
a small part of the operating expense of these facilities and the emissions from these facilities are an insignificant part of the overall
national CO2 emissions for the UK, management of the EU ETS allocation has not had a material impact on facility operating costs.
These facilities are also engaged in implementing energy conservation projects to meet IBM’s energy conservation commitment.
The expectation is that these conservation projects would drive reductions in fuel use and emissions at affected facilities.

C11.1d
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(C11.1d) What is your strategy for complying with the systems in which you participate or anticipate participating?

  

The EU ETS has had minimal impact on the operating costs at the 2 covered facilities in the United Kingdom. Because fuel usage is a
small part of the operating expense of these facilities and the emissions from these facilities are an insignificant part of the overall
national CO2 emissions for the UK, management of the EU ETS allocation has not had a material impact on facility operating costs.
These facilities are also engaged in implementing energy conservation projects to meet IBM’s energy conservation commitment. The
expectation is that these conservation projects would drive reductions in fuel use and emissions at affected facilities. In general, IBM
has minimal fuel use at its facilities and would fall under deminimus limits under most cap and trade schemes.

C11.2

(C11.2) Has your organization originated or purchased any project-based carbon credits within the reporting period?
No

C11.3

(C11.3) Does your organization use an internal price on carbon?
No, and we do not currently anticipate doing so in the next two years

C12. Engagement

C12.1

(C12.1) Do you engage with your value chain on climate-related issues?
Yes, our suppliers
Yes, our customers

C12.1a

(C12.1a) Provide details of your climate-related supplier engagement strategy.

Type of engagement
Compliance & onboarding

Details of engagement
Included climate change in supplier selection / management mechanism
Climate change is integrated into supplier evaluation processes

% of suppliers by number
100

% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
100

% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
59

Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
In 2010, IBM established a requirement that all first-tier suppliers establish a management system to address their social and
environmental responsibilities. Our objective in establishing this requirement was to help our suppliers build their own capability to
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succeed in this area. Specifically, suppliers are required to do the following: (1) Define, deploy, and sustain a management system
that addresses corporate responsibility, including supplier conduct and environmental protection, (2) Measure performance and
establish voluntary, quantifiable environmental goals, (3) Publicly disclose results associated with these voluntary environmental
goals and other environmental aspects of their management systems and (4) Cascade this set of requirements to their supplier's
suppliers who perform work that is material to the products, parts and/or services being supplied to IBM. These requirements are
not being implemented with a "one-size-fits-all" approach. The company expects each supplier to deploy a management system,
measure performance, set goals and disclose results in a way that reflects their particular intersections with corporate responsibility
and the environment. IBM’s supplier EMS program rests on the foundational belief that real results in GHG emissions reduction are
enabled by credible and actionable information about a company’s energy use and GHG emissions and that individual companies
must be accountable for their own operations and are best positioned to assess, implement and sustain real GHG reductions. Each
enterprise must take responsibility to reduce energy use and GHG emissions.

Impact of engagement, including measures of success
IBM currently engages with over 10,000 suppliers. IBM communicates its Supply Chain Social and Environmental Management
System (S&EMS) requirements, which requires each supplier to have an S&EMS, an energy and GHG emissions inventory and
reduction plan and a public report of their environmental impacts and results, to all of its suppliers globally. IBM has continued to
work with its suppliers to help them build their capabilities to meet IBM’s S&EMS and other environmental requirements, setting
priority with those suppliers that ask for assistance, those with whom IBM has highest spend, and those whose operations have a
greater intersection with the environment. The IBM procurement team has provided training and reviewed supplier performance,
including validating that suppliers are disclosing their energy use and GHG emissions. (1)IBM made available a podcast on
management system and provided many external sources of information to all suppliers to explain the EMS requirements, assist
them in preparing energy and GHG emissions inventories, and the basic steps needed to conform to the requirements. (2)To-date,
our review found suppliers corresponding to the majority of IBM's procurement spend have such a management system in place.
Where suppliers are not meeting all of the requirements, we work with them as appropriate to bring their programs up to IBM’s
requirements. (3)IBM uses the Responsible Business Alliance environmental reporting systems or suppliers’ own websites to
review suppliers’ practice on disclosing energy use and GHG emissions. We measure success based on the conformance of our
suppliers with our requirements and the satisfaction of our clients.

Comment
Only 59% of the reported scope 3 emissions are covered, as product use and employee commuting emissions are not the
responsibility of IBM’s suppliers or covered by the IBM supplier requirements. Approximations of Scope 3 GHG emissions can help
entities recognize where the greatest amounts of GHGs may be generated during the lifecycle of a typical process, general product
or service on a macro level. This can be helpful when assessing, for example, what phases of a general product's design,
production, use and disposal provide the best opportunities for improved energy efficiency and innovation. However, IBM does not
assert the specific amount of Scope 3 GHG emissions associated with our value chain. The necessary estimating assumptions and
corresponding variability simply do not allow for adequate credibility, let alone calculations that could be perceived as deterministic.
Moreover, one company's asserted Scope 3 emissions are another company's Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions. Like many
companies, IBM has thousands of suppliers around the world. They are in all types of businesses and very few, if any, work solely
for IBM. Furthermore, the sources of energy used by these suppliers vary and are largely a function of their location. IBM does not
believe we could generate a credible estimate or apportionment of the energy used by these suppliers that would be associated
with the products or services provided to IBM alone, versus those emissions associated with products or services provided to their
other customers. In addition, IBM's specific scope of business with any given supplier remains dynamic, as it is driven by business
need. Since the ultimate goal for climate protection is for global societies to achieve demonstrable reductions in actual GHG
emissions, IBM believes real results in GHG emissions reduction are directly achieved when each enterprise takes responsibility to
address its own emissions and improve its energy efficiency.

C12.1b
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(C12.1b) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with your customers.

Type of engagement
Collaboration & innovation

Details of engagement
Other – please provide information in column 5

Size of engagement
15

% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
50

Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
IBM works to innovate and collaborate with all its clients. IBM invested $5.8 billion in research in 2017, much of it dedicated to
collaborating with clients on leading edge IT solutions for their operations. Our IT products and cloud platform, with the
accompanying IT solutions run on those platform – cognitive, analytic, augmented intelligence (AI) and blockchain solutions, offers
our clients solutions which enable them to run their business processes and operations more efficiently and with less energy and
associated GHG emissions. Emissions from downstream use of IBM server and storage products and IBM Cloud operations in co-
location space represent 50% of the reported scope 3 emissions (C6.5) and the products and Cloud platform enable the delivery of
these solutions. We estimate, that at least 15% of our clients derive benefits from our IT products, Cloud Platform and associated IT
solutions which enable them to reduce their operational GHG emissions.

Impact of engagement, including measures of success
The measurements of success are the energy use and GHG reductions achieved by individual projects initiated for individual
clients. We provided example projects in C4.5: IBM solutions: (1) IBM smarter building management offering which enables
identification of systems anomalies enabling energy consumption and emissions reductions of 10 to 15%. Annual energy savings
achieved in 2017 at 24 IBM campus covering over 200 buildings were 35,000 MWh, with an associated reduction of 15,000 MT
CO2. (2) IBM is working with two utilities to implement grid management software which can improve the utilization of renewable
generation assets by 5 to 10%. Assuming a 200 MW wind farm with an average utilization of 45%, a 10% improvement in utilization
corresponds to 20 MW of capacity, which is 175,000 MWH/year of increased output lowering emissions by 210,000 MT CO2/year.
IBM Server Products: (3) One client deployed two S824 and one E870 server to replace its legacy IT infrastructure and ERP
system. The IBM offering used 70 MWh/year of electricity, 40% less energy than the competitor’s offer, avoiing 47 MWh & avoiding
18 MT CO2 emissions/year. (4) Another client upgraded their server systems to a Power8 platform, reducing the number of servers
needed to support their workload by 50%. Assuming that the client replaced 20 servers at 3.5 MWh/server/year in energy
consumption the energy consumption and emissions reduced by 70 MWh 27 MT CO2 emissions per year. (5) The IBM z14 server,
released in 2017, delivers 23% more work per kw consumed than the z13. Given this improvement, (4) z14 servers can do the work
of (5) z13 servers, saving 175 MWh/year and 70 MT CO2/year. IBM Storage systems client solutions: (6) One client, a provider of
marketing as a service solutions, implemented IBM Spectrum Accelerate on IBM Cloud increasing application performance by 15
to 20% while reducing energy use by up to 60%. Assuming that the original energy consumption was 50 MWh/year, 30 MWh/year
of energy use & 12 MT CO2 emission per year were avoided. (7) Another client consolidated six full floor tiles of storage racks into
a just 2U of a single rack consolidating their data onto an IBM FlashSystem 900 storage, reducing energy use by over 80% for
those operations. Assuming 10 kW rack, the solution reduced energy use by 420 MWh/year & avoided 164 MT CO2/year.

C12.3

(C12.3) Do you engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence public policy on climate-related issues
through any of the following?
Direct engagement with policy makers
Trade associations
Other

C12.3a
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(C12.3a) On what issues have you been engaging directly with policy makers?

Focus of
legislation

Corporate
position

Details of engagement Proposed legislative solution

Energy
efficiency

Support
with minor
exceptions

IBM has been a sustaining and active supporter of product efficiency requirements
for ICT products, particularly servers and storage equipment, developed under
various programs such as the ENERGY STAR and EPEAT and by various
governments including European Union and the Chinese Government. IBM has
committed significant human resources and systems assets to generate and
provide test data, analyses and recommendations to EPA, the EU, China National
Institute of Standardization and others regarding product categorization,
qualification requirements, test methods and approaches for establishing energy
efficiency requirements for ICT products.

IBM has advocated both as an individual company
and through industry associations globally such as
the Green Grid (TGG), the Information Technology
Industry Council (ITIC), DIGITALEUROPE, and the
China based United States Information Technology
Office for rational, economic and credible testing
protocols, categorization of server and storage
products, and active efficiency or idle thresholds for
assessing product energy efficiency. Unlike many
consumer IT products already subject to ENERGY
STAR requirements, server and storage equipment
have a broad range of configurations with widely
varied power profiles within a single model. This is
because many components and options are available
in server and storage equipment to configure a
product to the exact specifications needed to address
a customer's workload. Care and requisite expertise
are required to ensure efficiency.

Clean
energy
generation

Support
with minor
exceptions

IBM is a member of the American Council on Renewable Energy, the Business
Renewables Center, the Gridwise Alliance, the Renewable Energy Buyers
Association, and the Clean Power Council – a group of regulated utilities and
corporate renewables buyers working together to improve corporate access to
renewable electricity at scale. IBM has advocated for increased corporate access to
renewables for facility consumption and for improvements in grid technology to
facilitate the integration of distributed generation, specifically wind and solar
systems with intermittent power delivery. As currently configured, the grid cannot
effectively integrated large, intermittent solar, wind and wave generation systems.

IBM has advocated for necessary regulatory
adjustments and funding to facilitate the introduction
of Smart Grid technology into grid systems around the
globe to enable the diversification of the grid
generation system, greater deployment and
dispatching of intermittent renewable generation
assets and improvements in the stability of the grid.
IBM has also worked with NGOs and regulated
utilities to explore contractual and regulatory
approaches to making renewable generated
electricity more accessible to corporate customers.

Adaptation
or
resilience

Support IBM engages with various NGOs, local, state and national governments, academic
groups and peers on programs and solutions to assist with adaptation and
resiliency demanded by changing demographics and weather patterns. IBM offers
analytics and cognitive based solutions which offer improved monitoring,
management, and emergency response capability to a full range of city systems
which enable optimization of operations of sewer, water, electricity and traffic
systems and identify preventative, rather than reactive maintenance management
and pinch or risk points that will benefit from investment or infrastructure
improvements. Through its Corporate Citizenship program IBM provided support in
a collaboration with the Nature Conservancy on an effort to make it easier for
municipalities in the Brazilian Amazon to establish land-ownership records, monitor
land use with a goal to stop illegal deforestation. In collaboration with AECOM, we
published a Disaster Resilience Scorecard for the United Nations based on the
UN’s “10 Essentials for Making Cities Resilient”. The scorecard facilitates iterative
assessments of, and drives continual improvements in, an organization’s resilience
to disasters and other forms of impacts driven by climate change and other factors.
The scorecard has been deployed by many cities around the world. It is available in
the public domain free of charge.

IBM works with governments to execute legislation
and programs that enable IT based solutions to more
effectively manage, control and modernize city
infrastructure to address and manage the impacts of
changing demography, land use patterns and climate
conditions.

C12.3b

(C12.3b) Are you on the board of any trade associations or do you provide funding beyond membership?
Yes

C12.3c
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(C12.3c) Enter the details of those trade associations that are likely to take a position on climate change legislation.

Trade association
Various

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
Mixed

Please explain the trade association’s position
The positions of specific trade associations of interest to CDP and others can be found on their respective websites. IBM sets and
communicates its own positions on climate protection. IBM’s unambiguous position on climate change can be found at
http://www.ibm.com/ibm/environment/climate/position.shtml, and we repeat it below. • IBM recognizes climate change is a serious
concern that warrants meaningful action on a global basis to stabilize the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases (GHGs).
• IBM believes all sectors of society, the economy and governments worldwide must participate in solutions to climate change. •
IBM supports joint efforts by the private and public sectors to reduce global GHG emissions. These initiatives are most effective
when they are implemented through market-driven mechanisms and are economically efficient, environmentally effective and
sustainable. • IBM believes a diverse energy portfolio is necessary to achieve an orderly adaptation to a world in which GHG
emissions are constrained while maintaining successful economies and secure supplies of energy, and also meeting the needs of
humanity. • IBM considers energy conservation to be a cornerstone of climate protection. IBM will continue to conserve energy and
continually improve the energy efficiency of its operations, products and services while collaborating with and encouraging its global
suppliers to do likewise. • Consistent with its values, IBM will collaborate with its clients to create new innovations and solutions that
are protective of the climate.

How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
IBM belongs to various trade and industry associations that add value to IBM, its shareholders and employees. Trade associations
cover diverse issue sets, and it is not unexpected that the views of an association member may be differ from that of the trade
association on a particular topic from time to time. IBM does not conduct any advocacy activities on climate change legislation
through any trade association. IBM is on the board of some trade associations but does not provide any funding for lobbying
activities.

C12.3e
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(C12.3e) Provide details of the other engagement activities that you undertake.

  

IBM has been active in advocating the importance, benefits & opportunities of increased energy efficiency for both the climate as well
as for business & the economy. IBM has also been an early and continued advocate for available solutions to combat climate change.
IBM works with NGOs such as the Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C2ES), the World Resources Institute (WRI), the
Business Renewables Center, and the Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance, government entities such as the EU Joint Research
Council, the U.S. Department of Energy and USEPA, and trade organizations such as the American Council on Renewable Energy,
Business Roundtable, The Green Grid, DIGITALEUROPE, and Information Technology Industry Council (ITIC). Our efforts focus on
sharing learning and solutions on energy efficiency and GHG emissions reductions, increasing the availability of renewable energy in
commercial quantities and economically priced for procurement, and promoting programs and benchmarks that encourage innovation
in energy efficiency in product and processes. We provide expert comments assisting regulatory or standards development,
government studies and more. Examples in this area include EU’s energy related Lot 9 study on server and storage products;
assistance to China CNIS on their draft regulation for server energy efficiency, general assessment of the single value SERT metric
and the assessment of idle within the metric for use in assessing the energy efficiency of servers; the BSR guidance for allocating
renewables and GHG emissions from co-location data centers; and the EU Commission proposed Green Procurement Practices for
data centers. Given IBM’s business focus and capabilities, we believe IBM can best contribute to sound policy making by informing
policymakers substantively and in a manner that is solutions- and results-oriented and based on the deep expertise possessed by our
company. To that end, we continue to demonstrate that effective and economical solutions exist today to reduce GHG emissions, and
companies like IBM continue to develop/enhance and bring to the market new innovations that enable such reductions across the
economy. IBM is carrying out this role with three deliberate objectives: 1. Providing support to governments in their policy making by
developing real solutions and demonstrating that these solutions can be implemented; 2. Providing confidence to governments &
enterprises that a broad range of specific energy efficiency initiatives to address climate challenges are feasible, available & cost
effective; & 3. Leading by example & taking early & continuing actions to conserve energy & other resources, improve operational
efficiency, & reduce IBM’s own GHG emissions. IBM has published an annual environmental report since 1990 without interruption
through which we transparently communicate our environmental programs and results, including our energy management and climate
protection program, requirements for suppliers, products, services and solutions for clients. IBM also communicate / disclose similar
information via many other publications, communication vehicles and external disclosure schemes, including our annual Corporate
Responsibility Report, our website, conferences and publications. IBM is also active, both on its own and through ICT industry
organizations, to provide input and proposed metrics for voluntary and regulatory energy efficiency schemes for ICT products and
data centers.

C12.3f

(C12.3f) What processes do you have in place to ensure that all of your direct and indirect activities that influence policy are
consistent with your overall climate change strategy?

The process we follow adheres to clearly and explicitly defined organizational roles and responsibilities set by the company and
documented in our global Environmental Management System. IBM's Corporate Environmental Affairs staff organization is
responsible for developing IBM environmental public policy positions including those addressing climate protection, and advocating
the company's policy positions. Lines of business are responsible for executing against the requirements applicable to them. All direct
and indirect activities that could be considered to influence policy must be approved through the Corporate Environmental Affairs
management, ensuring consistency with our own overall climate change strategy.

C12.4
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(C12.4) Have you published information about your organization’s response to climate change and GHG emissions
performance for this reporting year in places other than in your CDP response? If so, please attach the publication(s).

Publication
In voluntary sustainability report

Status
Complete

Attach the document
IBMEnvReport_2017.pdf

Content elements
Strategy
Emissions figures
Emission targets
Other metrics
Other, please specify (Water, waste, e-waste recycling, etc.)

Publication
In voluntary sustainability report

Status
Complete

Attach the document
2017_IBM-2017-CRR-2.pdf

Content elements
Governance
Strategy
Emissions figures
Emission targets
Other metrics
Other, please specify (social/employees/education/supply chain)

Publication
In mainstream reports

Status
Complete

Attach the document
2016 GRI Response.pdf

Content elements
Governance
Strategy
Risks & opportunities
Emissions figures
Emission targets
Other metrics
Other, please specify (environmental, financial and other KPIs)

C14. Signoff

C-FI
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(C-FI) Use this field to provide any additional information or context that you feel is relevant to your organization's response.
Please note that this field is optional and is not scored.

  

IBM does not disclose or attempt to allocate GHG emissions on a business unit, facility, or activity level. Our businesses and mixed
use of our facilities make such allocation not meaningful.

C14.1

(C14.1) Provide details for the person that has signed off (approved) your CDP climate change response.

Job title Corresponding job category

Row 1 Vice President, Environmental, Energy and Chemical Management Programs Other, please specify (Director Corporate Environmental Affairs)

SC. Supply chain module

SC0.0
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(SC0.0) If you would like to do so, please provide a separate introduction to this module.

 IBM has a longstanding commitment to public disclosure of its environmental programs and results including disclosure of its
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions at an enterprise level. IBM has disclosed to CDP since the program’s inception in 2003. When
requested by clients, we work with them to address specific issues they have to make operations more efficient, to address
appropriate joint efforts to reduce CO2 emissions to the environment and/or provide further details specific to the products and
services they procure from IBM. These details may include energy use and GHG emissions estimates, ‘embedded’ carbon within
products and explanations of the many assumptions inherent in any estimate that we make. We do not utilize the CDP platform for
these communications. 

  

That said, IBM does not believe it can credibly allocate our Scopes 1, 2 and/or 3 GHG emissions across its value chain due to the
inherent inaccuracies in the methodologies for both estimating Scope 3 emissions and allocating emissions to clients. Our reasons for
holding this viewpoint follow: (1) IBM has many facilities which support diverse operation types including but not limited to research;
software labs; consulting services; data center operations; data center services; and hardware design and assembly. There is no
effective methodology to meaningfully separate and allocate the energy use associated with centralized support activities such as IT
operations, procurement, HR, Legal, Finance, etc. (2) IBM’s operations are not divided into neatly differentiated “unit operations” for
which an allocated energy use or GHG emissions estimate could be accomplished. (3) The majority of IBM activities are based on
knowledge transfer including research, software, consulting services, product design, cognitive and analytics solutions, and cloud and
enterprise data center services, and clients use numerous and in varied combinations of these offerings. . The true measure of worth
is the value of services and products offered by IBM. (4) For IT hardware / systems manufacturing, various parts of component
manufacturing and assembly are subcontracted. IBM’s supply chains are three to six levels deep and both production and non-
production suppliers offer a multitude of products and/or services to a multitude of customers. 
 

With regard to Scope 3 emissions, the quantification of these emissions cannot be done in a deterministic or credible way. (1)
Standards for Scope 3 emissions accounting are too complex for most companies to comply with its full set of requirements. The lack
of credible primary or secondary emissions data, the lack of visibility of supply chains from end to end, the limited ability of companies
in any supply chain to inventory their full energy and material use and associated GHG emissions, and the extraordinary resource
expenditures required to conform with the requirements of the standards make the process impractical for all but the simplest
products and value chains.  (2) The number of permutations of the data and the uncertainty associated with assigning allocation
percentages through any of the proposed methodologies which require gross assumptions and excessive resource to perform
allocations. 

 Instead, IBM is focusing its resources on reducing our operational GHG emissions, and requiring and assisting our suppliers to
inventory their own energy use and GHG emissions and set goals which make a real impact by lowering their own energy use and
GHG emissions. To help suppliers acknowledge their accountability and to effectively manage their environmental responsibilities,
IBM requires all its Tier 1 suppliers (suppliers with whom IBM directly holds commercial contracts) globally establish an environmental
management system (EMS) to identify their key environmental intersections. IBM also requires suppliers to measure performance
and set improvement goals in, at a minimum, the following areas: energy conservation, Scopes 1 and 2 GHG emissions, and waste
management and recycling. IBM further requires its suppliers to publicly disclose their environmental programs and performance, and
cascade these requirements to their suppliers who perform work that is material to the goods or services being supplied IBM. IBM’s
objectives include helping suppliers build their capability to effectively manage their environmental responsibilities; helping suppliers
acknowledge their own accountability; and making managing these responsibilities systemic, integral to their business, long term, and
sustainable. The IBM Procurement organization reviews the performance of our suppliers in meeting these requirements as part of
our overall supplier management process. For specific information see: http://www-
03.ibm.com/procurement/proWeb.nsf/ContentDocsByTitle/United+States~Supply+chain+environmental+responsibility 

 

SC0.1

(SC0.1) What is your company’s annual revenue for the stated reporting period?

Annual Revenue

Row 1 79139000000
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SC0.2

(SC0.2) Do you have an ISIN for your company that you would be willing to share with CDP?
No

SC1.1

(SC1.1) Allocate your emissions to your customers listed below according to the goods or services you have sold them in
this reporting period.

Requesting member
Cisco Systems, Inc.

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
1500

Uncertainty (±%)
100

Major sources of emissions
Electricity consumption in IBM managed and IBM Cloud operations.

Verified
No

Allocation method
Other, please specify (Assessment of products & solutions sold)

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions
made
Of IBM's emissions sources, electricity is the primary source of energy used to support products and services supplied to Cisco.

SC1.2
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(SC1.2) Where published information has been used in completing SC1.1, please provide a reference(s).

Source data an be found in the 2017 IBM and the Environmet report.
 https://www.ibm.com/ibm/environment/annual/IBMEnvReport_2017.pdfhttps://www.ibm.com/ibm/environment/annual/IBMEnvReport_
2017

  

IBM does not attempt to allocate its Scope 1, Scope 2 and estimated scope 3 emissions to its clients nor does it believe that such
estimates generate credible information. IBM’s Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions inventory is provided in questions 8 to 14 of the CDP
investor response, which is included as part of the IBM supply chain response. Information can also be founnd in IBM’s 2017
Environmental Report available at http://www.ibm.com/ibm/environment/annual/
 

If a client has a request regarding the GHG emissions associated with IBM’s operations that support the products, services or
solutions that IBM specifically provides to you, please contact your IBM client representative for assistance. We will work with
individual clients to understand their needs and interests in obtaining client specific emissions estimates, explain IBM's approach and
our concerns with the inaccuracies associated with any attempt to allocate emissions to the client, and provide appropriate
information to address the client's request.
IBM inventories its energy use and associated GHG emissions based on actual data at over 750 facilities. These facilities,
representing approximately 90% of IBM's global real estate square footage and 95% of our global energy use, report actual electricity
and thermal energy consumption to an IBM Enterprise level IT data warehouse. Electricity use for the remaining 10% of the real
estate space (we term it “unreported space”) is estimated using kilowatt-hour per square foot (kwh/sqft) factors at the country level
times the “unreported” square footage. Thermal energy consumption is not estimated for the “unreported space” because that space
typically uses little or no thermal energy. As discussed under SM1.1, IBM has determined that allocating its Scope 1 and Scope 2
emissions to each client cannot be done in a way that provides a credible estimate of the portion of IBM’s operations which support a
specific client’s activities. That said IBM is committed to and has been publicly disclosing its environmental performance and doing so
in a way that is credible and meaningful to interested audience. We continue to apply our resources to inventory and disclose our
enterprise-level energy use and Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions. This information enables IBM to identify opportunities and
take specific actions to reduce our energy use and the associated GHG emissions, and discloses what is meaningful to the public.

SC1.3

(SC1.3) What are the challenges in allocating emissions to different customers, and what would help you to overcome these
challenges?

Allocation
challenges

Please explain what would help you overcome these challenges

Diversity of
product lines
makes
accurately
accounting for
each
product/product
line cost
ineffective

We have provided a detailed explanation of the challenges and our concerns associated with tracking, allocating, and estimating GHG emissions
associated with the products, services and solutions that IBM sells in our response to questions SC1.2. IBM believes the best use of our resources
is not to guess energy use, GHG emissions and their allocation at a customer level for accounting’s sake but to focus our available resources on
improving the energy efficiency of our operations and reducing the associated GHG emissions, and developing products, services and solutions
which help our clients operate more efficiently and reduce the energy use, GHG emissions and other resource uses associated with their business
activities. This is not a cost efficiency / effectiveness issue. IBM’s perspective is that no matter what resources are expended on attempting to
account for and allocate emissions to a specific client, the estimated values will have no certainty or meaning.

Customer base
is too large and
diverse to
accurately
track emissions
to the customer
level

We have provided a detailed explanation of the challenges and our concerns associated with tracking, estimating and allocating GHG emissions
associated with the products, services and solutions that IBM sells in our response to questions SC1.2. IBM does not support estimating energy
use and GHG emissions at a customer level for accounting’s sake. We can deliver far greater, favourable climate impact by focusing on improving
the energy efficiency of our operations and reducing the associated GHG emissions, and developing products, services and solutions which help
our clients operate more efficiently and reduce the energy use, GHG emissions and other resource uses associated with their business activities.

Other, please
specify
(Impractical to
collect supplier
data)

The depth and breadth of our supply chain make data collection and tracking unmanageable: IBM believes the best use of our resources is not to
guestimate energy use and GHG emissions at a customer level but to focus our available resources on improving the energy efficiency of our
operations and reducing the associated GHG emissions, services and solutions which help our clients operate more efficiently and reduce the
energy use and GHG emissions associated with their business activities.
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SC1.4

(SC1.4) Do you plan to develop your capabilities to allocate emissions to your customers in the future?
Yes

SC1.4a

(SC1.4a) Describe how you plan to develop your capabilities.

  

IBM has developed methodologies for estimating emissions associated with the products, services and solutions enabling us to
respond to specific inquiries from individual clients. IBM does not intend to routinely or generally allocate its energy use and
emissions across its client base for disclosure in CDP or other venues. We have provided our rationale in responses to questions SC
1.2, and 1.3. We will work with individual clients to understand their needs and interests in obtaining client specific emissions
estimates, explain IBM's approach and our concerns with the inaccuracies associated with any attempt to allocate emissions to the
client, and provide appropriate information to address the client's request.

SC2.1

(SC2.1) Please propose any mutually beneficial climate-related projects you could collaborate on with specific CDP Supply
Chain members.

SC2.2

(SC2.2) Have requests or initiatives by CDP Supply Chain members prompted your organization to take organizational-level
emissions reduction initiatives?
No

SC3.1

(SC3.1) Do you want to enroll in the 2018-2019 CDP Action Exchange initiative?
No

SC3.2

(SC3.2) Is your company a participating supplier in CDP’s 2017-2018 Action Exchange initiative?
No

SC4.1

(SC4.1) Are you providing product level data for your organization’s goods or services, if so, what functionality will you be
using?
No, I am not providing data
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SC4.2d

(SC4.2d) Have any of the initiatives described in SC4.2c been driven by requesting CDP Supply Chain members?
No

Submit your response

In which language are you submitting your response?
English

Please confirm how your response should be handled by CDP

Public or Non-Public Submission I am submitting to Are you ready to submit the additional Supply Chain Questions?

I am submitting my response Public Investors
Customers

Yes, submit Supply Chain Questions now

Please confirm below
I have read and accept the applicable Terms
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	Comment
	Fuel Oil Number 2
	Emission factor
	Unit
	Emission factor source
	Comment
	Fuel Oil Number 6
	Emission factor
	Unit
	Emission factor source
	Comment
	Kerosene
	Emission factor
	Unit
	Emission factor source
	Comment
	Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
	Emission factor
	Unit
	Emission factor source
	Comment
	Motor Gasoline
	Emission factor
	Unit
	Emission factor source
	Comment
	Natural Gas
	Emission factor
	Unit
	Emission factor source
	Comment

	C8.2e
	(C8.2e) Provide details on the electricity, heat, steam, and cooling your organization has generated and consumed in the reporting year.

	C8.2f
	(C8.2f) Provide details on the electricity, heat, steam and/or cooling amounts that were accounted for at a low-carbon emission factor in the market-based Scope 2 figure reported in C6.3.
	Basis for applying a low-carbon emission factor
	Low-carbon technology type
	MWh consumed associated with low-carbon electricity, heat, steam or cooling
	Emission factor (in units of metric tons CO2e per MWh)
	Comment
	Basis for applying a low-carbon emission factor
	Low-carbon technology type
	MWh consumed associated with low-carbon electricity, heat, steam or cooling
	Emission factor (in units of metric tons CO2e per MWh)
	Comment
	Basis for applying a low-carbon emission factor
	Low-carbon technology type
	MWh consumed associated with low-carbon electricity, heat, steam or cooling
	Emission factor (in units of metric tons CO2e per MWh)
	Comment

	C9. Additional metrics
	C9.1
	(C9.1) Provide any additional climate-related metrics relevant to your business.

	C10. Verification
	C10.1
	(C10.1) Indicate the verification/assurance status that applies to your reported emissions.

	C10.1a
	(C10.1a) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 1 and/or Scope 2 emissions and attach the relevant statements.
	Scope
	Verification or assurance cycle in place
	Status in the current reporting year
	Type of verification or assurance
	Attach the statement
	Page/ section reference
	Relevant standard
	Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)
	Scope
	Verification or assurance cycle in place
	Status in the current reporting year
	Type of verification or assurance
	Attach the statement
	Page/ section reference
	Relevant standard
	Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)
	Scope
	Verification or assurance cycle in place
	Status in the current reporting year
	Type of verification or assurance
	Attach the statement
	Page/ section reference
	Relevant standard
	Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)

	C10.1b
	(C10.1b) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 3 emissions and attach the relevant statements.
	Scope
	Verification or assurance cycle in place
	Status in the current reporting year
	Attach the statement
	Page/section reference
	Relevant standard

	C10.2
	(C10.2) Do you verify any climate-related information reported in your CDP disclosure other than the emissions figures reported in C6.1, C6.3, and C6.5?

	C11. Carbon pricing
	C11.1
	(C11.1) Are any of your operations or activities regulated by a carbon pricing system (i.e. ETS, Cap & Trade or Carbon Tax)?

	C11.1a
	(C11.1a) Select the carbon pricing regulation(s) which impacts your operations.

	C11.1b
	(C11.1b) Complete the following table for each of the emissions trading systems in which you participate.
	EU ETS
	% of Scope 1 emissions covered by the ETS
	Period start date
	Period end date
	Allowances allocated
	Allowances purchased
	Verified emissions in metric tons CO2e
	Details of ownership
	Comment

	C11.1d
	(C11.1d) What is your strategy for complying with the systems in which you participate or anticipate participating?

	C11.2
	(C11.2) Has your organization originated or purchased any project-based carbon credits within the reporting period?

	C11.3
	(C11.3) Does your organization use an internal price on carbon?

	C12. Engagement
	C12.1
	(C12.1) Do you engage with your value chain on climate-related issues?

	C12.1a
	(C12.1a) Provide details of your climate-related supplier engagement strategy.
	Type of engagement
	Details of engagement
	% of suppliers by number
	% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
	% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success
	Comment

	C12.1b
	(C12.1b) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with your customers.
	Type of engagement
	Details of engagement
	Size of engagement
	% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success

	C12.3
	(C12.3) Do you engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence public policy on climate-related issues through any of the following?

	C12.3a
	(C12.3a) On what issues have you been engaging directly with policy makers?

	C12.3b
	(C12.3b) Are you on the board of any trade associations or do you provide funding beyond membership?

	C12.3c
	(C12.3c) Enter the details of those trade associations that are likely to take a position on climate change legislation.
	Trade association
	Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
	Please explain the trade association’s position
	How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?

	C12.3e
	(C12.3e) Provide details of the other engagement activities that you undertake.

	C12.3f
	(C12.3f) What processes do you have in place to ensure that all of your direct and indirect activities that influence policy are consistent with your overall climate change strategy?

	C12.4
	(C12.4) Have you published information about your organization’s response to climate change and GHG emissions performance for this reporting year in places other than in your CDP response? If so, please attach the publication(s).
	Publication
	Status
	Attach the document
	Content elements
	Publication
	Status
	Attach the document
	Content elements
	Publication
	Status
	Attach the document
	Content elements

	C14. Signoff
	C-FI
	(C-FI) Use this field to provide any additional information or context that you feel is relevant to your organization's response. Please note that this field is optional and is not scored.

	C14.1
	(C14.1) Provide details for the person that has signed off (approved) your CDP climate change response.

	SC. Supply chain module
	SC0.0
	(SC0.0) If you would like to do so, please provide a separate introduction to this module.

	SC0.1
	(SC0.1) What is your company’s annual revenue for the stated reporting period?

	SC0.2
	(SC0.2) Do you have an ISIN for your company that you would be willing to share with CDP?

	SC1.1
	(SC1.1) Allocate your emissions to your customers listed below according to the goods or services you have sold them in this reporting period.
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made

	SC1.2
	(SC1.2) Where published information has been used in completing SC1.1, please provide a reference(s).

	SC1.3
	(SC1.3) What are the challenges in allocating emissions to different customers, and what would help you to overcome these challenges?

	SC1.4
	(SC1.4) Do you plan to develop your capabilities to allocate emissions to your customers in the future?

	SC1.4a
	(SC1.4a) Describe how you plan to develop your capabilities.

	SC2.1
	(SC2.1) Please propose any mutually beneficial climate-related projects you could collaborate on with specific CDP Supply Chain members.

	SC2.2
	(SC2.2) Have requests or initiatives by CDP Supply Chain members prompted your organization to take organizational-level emissions reduction initiatives?

	SC3.1
	(SC3.1) Do you want to enroll in the 2018-2019 CDP Action Exchange initiative?

	SC3.2
	(SC3.2) Is your company a participating supplier in CDP’s 2017-2018 Action Exchange initiative?

	SC4.1
	(SC4.1) Are you providing product level data for your organization’s goods or services, if so, what functionality will you be using?

	SC4.2d
	(SC4.2d) Have any of the initiatives described in SC4.2c been driven by requesting CDP Supply Chain members?

	Submit your response
	In which language are you submitting your response?
	Please confirm how your response should be handled by CDP
	Please confirm below



